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HIS HONOUR:   Now, Mr Gibian.  
 
MR DARAMS:   Your Honour, just before Mr Gibian starts, your Honour inquired 
yesterday about obtaining a clearer copy of one of the - - -  
 5 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  
 
MR DARAMS:   - - - pages of exhibit R3.  I have that copy to hand up.  It’s just of 
the – the page 2 that your Honour - - -  
 10 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  No.  It was just the heading was half cut off.  
 
MR DARAMS:   That’s – no, that’s correct.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Thank you.  Mr Gibian, before you start, were you in too much 15 
trouble this morning, or not?   
 
MR GIBIAN:   No.  I think – well, what trouble there was was dealt with by others, 
so - - -  
 20 
HIS HONOUR:   I was just trying to accommodate you yesterday, that’s all.  Right.  
Now - - -  
 
MR GIBIAN:   Indeed.  Sorry, I will just move this chair, if that’s - - -  
 25 
HIS HONOUR:   You can take it I’ve read your submissions.  
 
MR GIBIAN:   Indeed.  Now, what – as your Honour – what I proposed to do is to 
just, obviously enough, the employee question, initially.  In that respect, the approach 
that has generally been adopted is set out in the submissions.  And in a general sense, 30 
at least, the considerations that are relevant to the court’s consideration are 
uncontroversial.  What I wanted to do orally, by way of elaboration upon the written 
submissions, is to deal with, I think six subjects that are relevant to the 
considerations – some of them will be relatively brief – and in so doing, take your 
Honour to some of the authorities, at least, that touch upon those particular 35 
considerations.   
 
The matters that I was going to refer to were, firstly, the consideration of control, in 
the context of skilled or professional employees, or workers, if I use a neutral term.  
Secondly, the extent to which Dr Moffet could be said to have been running his own 40 
business rather than operating as an integral part of the respondent’s business.  
Thirdly, the position in relation to the payments received, and attribution of 
expenses.  Fourthly, the position in relation to the engagement of other employees 
and dentists within the practice after it was purchased by the respondent.  Fifthly, the 
question of acting as a representation or emanation of the respondent’s business.  45 
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And finally, the express statement in the services – services agreement and the 
taxation position.  So if I can deal with those issues in turn.   
 
Firstly, the primary issue – or the – one of the two primary issues that, it appears, is 
relied upon in the respondent’s written submissions is the question of control, and 5 
how that played out in the circumstances of the engagement of Dr Moffet.  And the 
respondent urges that it did not, or could not, exercise detailed control over the 
manner in which Dr Moffet performed work in the practice which the respondent had 
purchased and owned. 
 10 
And in that respect, reliance is placed – and placed significantly – upon the skilled 
and professional nature of the work that was undertaken by Dr Moffet.  And the term 
of the services agreement in that respect.  Can I just take your Honour to some of the 
authorities in relation to that question, because I think it is important to understand 
the way in which the professional or skilled nature of the work has been considered 15 
in the cases in this area.  I think your Honour was provided with some bundles of 
authorities.  There were two volumes, I think.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  Before you do that - - -  
 20 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   - - - there was a provision in the services – or, sorry, the – sorry, 
there was - - -  
 25 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   - - - a provision in the services agreement which said that they 
would not give him directions, I think, in respect to the way in which he exercised 
his “professional judgment”.  30 
 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes.  That’s – 14.2 is the provision that they refer to.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   And there’s no suggestion in here that it’s that they even attempted 
to do so.   35 
 
MR GIBIAN:   Not so far as the – yes, not so far as the treatment of patients and the 
like is concerned, yes.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   And that’s hardly surprising.   40 
 
MR GIBIAN:   Indeed.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Because what manager would attempt to tell a medical doctor how 
to cut open a patient, or a dentist how to do his job.  Equally, as a matter of evidence, 45 
there was some evidence which suggested that he was not told or directed which 
patients to see, or to promote a particular aspect of surgery, or whatever.  Now, 
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where’s that evidence?  There’s a series of questions which said, “You’re not – you 
weren’t directed as to which patients you could see, you were not directed as to the 
procedures to be undertaken on that patient.”  I don’t think it descended to that level, 
but there was - - -  
 5 
MR GIBIAN:   I think that’s the extent to which it went, yes.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   No, there was no direction that he was to do – put in my terms – 
the more expensive techniques, rather than the less expensive techniques.  He was 
just left entirely to his own devices, was he not?   10 
 
MR GIBIAN:   I don’t think there is any evidence that he was told to undertake 
particular procedures, or to endeavour to see particular clients or patients.  I accept 
that.   
 15 
HIS HONOUR:   No, but rather reverse, such evidence as there is, indicates that 
there was no direction to do that.  So my little note is - - -  
 
MR GIBIAN:   He was asked a question with respect to, I think, braces or 
orthodontic treatment, and I think he would – he said that he was not directed to do 20 
only that work, or a direction of that type.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   So if someone can give me the reference to that in the transcript at 
some stage, that would be good.  
 25 
MR DARAMS:   We will deal with it, your Honour.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   I assume that falls into Mr Darams’ camp, rather than yours.  
 
MR GIBIAN:   It probably does, but - - -  30 
 
HIS HONOUR:   All right.  Are you – I just wanted to get the contract out of the way 
and the evidence out of the way.  
 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes.  35 
 
HIS HONOUR:   Right.  Now, you want to take me to what Mason J had to say, did 
you?   
 
MR GIBIAN:   Well, I was going to take you to Zuijs first, which I think is in the 40 
- - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Well, that’s what Mason J relies upon.  
 
MR GIBIAN:   Indeed.   45 
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.   
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MR GIBIAN:   But I did want to refer to the – to that case.  I think it’s tab 14 of the 
first bundle of the authorities, if your Honour has those.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  
 5 
MR GIBIAN:   And I won’t read it at length, your Honour, but can I just note at page 
– within the judgment of Dixon CJ, Williams, Webb and Taylor JJ, firstly at page 
569 in the report, in the middle part of that page there’s a reference to the foundation 
of the judgment at first instance being the nature of the task - - -  
 10 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  
 
MR GIBIAN:   - - - that the acrobats undertook.  And their honours go on to - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   I like their analogy to a trapeze.  15 
 
MR GIBIAN:   Indeed – discuss a number of cases.  And then over on 570 at about 
point 2 on the page, maybe point 3, after referring to a number of earlier judgments – 
English judgments, said: 
 20 

Be those cases right or wrong on the facts, a false criterion is involved in the 
view that if, because the work be done involves the exercise of a particular art 
or special skill or individual judgment or action, the other party could not, in 
fact, control or interfere with the performance, that shows that it is not a 
contract of service but an independent contract.   25 

 
And - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   I don’t think the contrary is suggested, is it?  Well, we will find 
out, I suppose.  30 
 
MR GIBIAN:   We will find out.  I think it is in their written submissions, in the 
sense that reliance is placed upon 14.2, and a denial of the – clause 14.2 of the 
services agreement, and then a denial of the assertion that there was control over the 
manner of the performance of work.  And the passage that I think is then taken up by 35 
Mason J in Stevens v Brodribb was at 571, which – about point 6 on that page.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Sorry, tab?   
 
MR GIBIAN:   Sorry, the following – sorry, still within Zuijs - - -  40 
 
HIS HONOUR:   Sorry, yes.  
 
MR GIBIAN:   - - - just the following page, 571, the paragraph that commences, just 
over halfway down that page: 45 
 

The duties performed may depend on the special skill.   
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etcetera.  I won’t read it to your Honour: 
 

Lawful authority to command, so far as there is scope for it.   
 
Can I then turn briefly to Stevens v Brodribb, which your Honour has mentioned 5 
already.  It is tab 11.  In this matter, as your Honour knows, the leading judgment 
was that of Mason J, with whom Brennan and Deane JJ agreed, and Wilson and 
Dawson JJ, agreeing in the outcome, prepared a separate judgment.  The passage that 
I’ve referred to in the written submissions is that within the judgment of Mason J at 
the bottom part of 28 and the top part of page 29.  And acknowledging the passage at 10 
the bottom of page 28 that the test places: 
 

The test which places emphasis on control is more suited to the social –  
 
circumstances of the ordinary times, and that in what his Honour referred to as a: 15 
 

...post-industrial society, technology developments have meant that a person so 
engaged...exercises a degree of skill and expertise inconsistent with the 
retention of effective control by the person –  

 20 
so engaged: 
 

And the common law has proved – 
 
at the top of 29: 25 
 

...it is sufficiently flexible to adapt to the changing social conditions.  And 
furthermore, control is only one factor.   

 
Can I note what Wilson and Dawson JJ also said at page 36, going over to 37, 30 
because it is relied upon by my learned friends in their written submissions.  Can I 
note at page 36, the passage commencing, in the middle part of that page: 
 

In many, if not most, cases it is still appropriate to apply the control test in the 
first instance as it remains the surest guide.   35 

 
There might be a question as to the consistency of that with what Mason J said but in 
any event, their Honours in the next sentence acknowledged that the way in which 
control is to be considered, would take into account that a person may, in modern 
conditions:   40 
 

...exercise personal skills so as to prevent control over the manner of doing his 
work and yet nevertheless be a servant.  

 
The passage that then my learned friends rely upon is in the paragraph that 45 
commences towards the bottom of that page, referring to the other indicia of the 
nature of the relationship, and a list of those suggesting a contract of service, 
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including the right to have a particular person do the work, suspend and dismiss, 
etcetera.  Their honours then, in the last sentence of that page, refer to those which 
indicate the contract of – for services, I should say, as including:   
 

...a work involving a profession, trade, or distinct calling on the...person 5 
engaged.   

 
And, as well as, then, other factors.  What I just wanted to say about that, your 
Honour, that it – that it’s apparent, when one reads those two parts of the – their 
Honours’ judgments, in the middle part of page 36 and then over the page, is that the 10 
reference to profession, trade or distinct calling was not being called into aid in 
consideration of the control test, that is, that the person is in a profession, trade or 
calling, would mean that – and the consequent limitations that would exist on the 
exercise of practical control over the – or even legal control over the manner in 
which work is performed, was an impediment to a finding that there was 15 
employment.  But, rather, that the profession, trade or calling might, in some cases, 
be as part of a range of considerations, obviously, indicate that the person was 
running a separate business.  And for reasons I will come to in a moment, it’s 
apparent that Dr Moffet was not, in the circumstances in which he had sold the 
business to the respondent.  It was the respondent’s business.   20 
 
HIS HONOUR:   The evidence is that – and this probably goes both ways, if you just 
confine yourself to what Wilson and Dawson JJ said.  But the evidence goes both 
ways.  One is that his remuneration was paid by Dental Corporation - - -  
 25 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   - - - directly from the money – or was directly related to the 
services he rendered for his particular patients.  
 30 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   And as paid, there was no deduction by Dental Corporation for 
income tax.  On the other hand, the expenses incurred, in the rendering of those 
services, was paid by the Dental Corporation and not by him.  35 
 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   So it cuts both ways, doesn’t it?   
 40 
MR GIBIAN:   Well, as I will come to, in relation to the payments, there was the 
potential – albeit, on the evidence, never realised – of a bonus.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  
 45 
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MR GIBIAN:   Leaving that to one side, as your Honour says, the payments that he 
received were directly related to the labour that he provided, that is, the fees derived 
from his work and from his work alone.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   And no deduction for income tax.  5 
 
MR GIBIAN:   No deduction for income tax was – was made.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   If you adopt what Wilson and Dawson JJ are saying, well, that may 
be independent contractor, some way, but the other way is he didn’t pay his own 10 
expenses out of his money.  
 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   They were - - -  15 
 
MR GIBIAN:   And - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   - - - paid by the Dental Corporation.  
 20 
MR GIBIAN:   Indeed.  And the context of – in which he was performing work, as I 
will come to, was that Dental Corporation had purchased the practice on condition 
that he engage in work in their practice for the purposes of ensuring the continued 
profitability and viability of Dental Corporation’s practice in the period following the 
acquisition, and was restrained from operating that business as his own, or from 25 
developing customer/patient connection, etcetera, for the purpose of his own 
business, because it had been purchased by – by Dental Corporation.   
 
The reason why I wish to go to Stevens v Brodribb was just to note that that – that 
the reference to “profession, trade or calling”, or distinct calling that is referred to 30 
there is, perhaps, somewhat obscure, but, as I say, is not, as I read it, a reference to a 
more archaic conception of control limited to manner of performance work, and the 
like.  It may be the case that in some instances, it’s relevant to whether the person is 
running their own business or not - - -  
 35 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  
 
MR GIBIAN:   - - - but that’s not this case, for the reasons that I’ve, in brief, referred 
to, but will elaborate upon somewhat, at least.  I’ve set out the passage from Kirby Js 
judgment in homogeneous in the submissions in reply, and I don’t need read that.  40 
Can I just note, though, what was said in Hollis v Vabu, which is tab 8 in the bundle.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  
 
MR GIBIAN:   Just at paragraph 40 on page 39, first of all, within the judgment of 45 
the Chief Justice, Gaudron, Gummow, Kirby and Hayne JJ in relation to the 
operation of a business: 
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This statement merits close attention.  It indicates that employees and 
independent contractors perform work for the benefit of their employers and 
principals respectively.  Thus, by itself, the circumstance that the business 
enterprise - - -  

 5 
HIS HONOUR:   Sorry, where are you reading from?   
 
MR GIBIAN:   Sorry, it’s paragraph 40 on page 39.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Thank you.   10 
 
MR GIBIAN:   In the middle part: 
 

Thus, by itself, the circumstance that the business enterprise of a party said to 
be an employer is benefited by the activities of the person in question cannot be 15 
a sufficient indication that this person is an employee. However, Dixon J fixed 
upon the absence of representation and of identification with the alleged 
employer as indicative of a relationship of principal and independent 
contractor.  These notions later were expressed positively by Windeyer J in 
Marshall v Whittaker’s Building Supply...his Honour said that the distinction 20 
between an employee and an independent contractor is “rooted fundamentally 
in the difference between a person who serves his employer in his, the 
employer’s, business, and a person who carries on a trade or business of his 
own”.    

 25 
And can I just note what was said at paragraph 48 in their considerations in relation 
to the bicycle couriers, because, again, that’s relied upon by the respondent, as we 
read the submissions.  There’s a reference there – that was the first matter that was 
considered by the court – that the: 
 30 

...couriers were not providing skilled labour or labour which required special 
qualifications.   

 
And were: 
 35 

...unable to make an independent career as a freelancer or to generate any 
“goodwill” –  

 
etcetera: 
 40 

...as a bicycle courier.   
 
Again, the reference to “skilled labour” there doesn’t seem to have been used in the 
context of control but, rather, in the context of whether that was indicative of running 
a separate business generating goodwill and the like.   45 
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Now, the – so an approach which would regard the natural and inevitable limitations 
which exist on the nature and the degree of control over the manner of which work is 
performed as an impediment to a finding of an employment relationship would be an 
archaic one, and inconsistent with the contemporary approaches.  As I’ve noted, 
there is reference to the legislative regimes governing dentists in the respondent’s 5 
submissions.  The Dental Practice Act, which was the relevant legislation in the 
earlier period, at least, obviously enough, required an individual person to be 
registered as a dentist, and to provide dentistry services.  But as I noted in the 
submissions, section 34 of that Act made clear that that did not mean that the Act 
prevented employment of a person as a – as a dentist, as one would expect, and the 10 
same pattern is followed in the – what’s now the Health Practitioners Regulation 
National Law.  Your Honour has referred – or - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Well, that must be the case.  
 15 
MR GIBIAN:   Indeed.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Otherwise, you could never employ a doctor.  
 
MR GIBIAN:   Indeed.  But it was – it was referred to by the respondent as some 20 
kind of impediment.  It was said that Dental Corporation couldn’t provide dental 
services.  Well, in a strict sense, that might be right, because it’s a corporate entity 
and not a natural person, but it can obviously employ people to do so.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   There must be a lot of independent contractors up at St Vincent’s.  25 
 
MR GIBIAN:   Indeed.  Now, I’ve referred your Honour to - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Sorry, Mr Darams is just picking me up on that.  And I think he 
may be - - -  30 
 
MR GIBIAN:   There may be - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   He may – he - - -  
 35 
MR GIBIAN:   There may be.  There’s a lot of employee - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   There are a lot of independent contractors up there.  
 
MR GIBIAN:   There’s a lot of employees as well.  My father was an employed staff 40 
specialist in public hospitals for many years.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   I was just thinking of my son, who’s in emergency – heading up 
the emergency section up there, and I was thinking – never thought of him as an 
independent contractor, but he may be pleased to be elevated to that status.  45 
 
MR GIBIAN:   Well, I won’t make comment on that, your Honour.  
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HIS HONOUR:   Right.  Let’s move on.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   Your Honour referred – or I referred to clause 14.2 of the contract – 
the services agreement, I should say.  I just wanted to make one additional comment 
about that, and that is that the impediment, or the – the provision was not to interfere 5 
with – sorry, it’s page 190 of the DMR1 exhibit – not to interfere or seek to influence 
the practice principles, professional judgment iteration to the provision of dental – 
dentistry services.  The concept of dentistry services, capitalised in the services 
agreement, included the practice management side of things, but it seems clear that 
that provision is directed at professional judgment, that is in relation to dentistry 10 
services, because that’s what it says.   
 
Furthermore – and I think I said this in – when this case commenced, it’s not the case 
in which there was no capacity to control or – or judgment in relation to dentistry 
work.  The services agreement, obviously enough, imposes obligations to perform 15 
that work to a requisite standard, or with due care and skill, and a right to terminate 
in the event that there was concern in that respect.  Mr Evans, in his evidence at page 
116 to 117 of the transcript, made clear that, as one would expect, Dental 
Corporation would be concerned if there were complaints as to the adequacy or 
otherwise of the dentistry work undertaken by dentists working in one of its 20 
practices, and that may prove the basis for the termination of that dentist and that that 
had occurred.  
 
He also indicated, at page 122 of the transcript from yesterday morning, that the – 
around line 17, that the termination of the practice may occur if otherwise the 25 
conduct of the practice was judged to be unsatisfactory, including the performance in 
profitability terms.  So the respondent did retain to itself, as one would expect, given 
that it was operating dental practices, the ultimate control, that is, the capacity to 
terminate, and the dentist, if unsatisfied with the work that was being performed.   
 30 
HIS HONOUR:   Can I – I don’t see – sorry, two propositions.  One is, is it too 
cynical to read a lot of these cases as being result driven, namely, the Fair Work Act 
confers a lot of rights and privileges upon employees.  So there’s a natural tendency 
to try and slot somebody into the character of an employee.  If you want to slot an 
entity with liability for the conduct of another, there’s a tendency, again, to achieve 35 
that result by calling the person an employee.  It seems to be – the results in the cases 
cynically seem to be more driven by what the court thinks is the appropriate result, 
and then you reason backwards.  So that always worries me in these cases.  But the 
second thing is - - -  
 40 
MR GIBIAN:   I’m not sure I can usefully add to that.  Other than – my general 
impression of the cases in the area is that there are differences in emphasis in the 
case to cases, and it’s in part because these cases do arise in tax cases - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  45 
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MR GIBIAN:   - - - in employment cases, in tort cases, as your Honour has observed.  
That’s just one of the features of this territory.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  Just – I suppose the proposition which flows is that although 
there may – it may be a result-driven practice, it’s nevertheless one to be undertaken 5 
in accordance with some discipline - - -  
 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   - - - as to the principles to be applied.  I suppose that’s so in a lot of 10 
areas of the law.  But the second thing is this element of control, and the ultimate 
control being the power to terminate.  I was thinking of that this morning, and so 
what?  The Dental Corporation ultimate – obviously had to reserve to itself the right 
to get rid of someone, be it an independent contractor or an employee.  So you can’t 
place much weight upon the power to terminate as an ultimate element of control, 15 
can you?   
 
MR GIBIAN:   Well - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   It’s a factor.  20 
 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes.  Well, it’s a factor, and the cases say it’s a factor, and it’s 
present here.  I would say in that respect that the weight to be attached to it may 
depend, to a degree, upon the circumstances.  So if you get a plumber into your 
house to do some plumbing work and - - -  25 
 
HIS HONOUR:   It would be cheaper to get Dr Moffet.  
 
MR GIBIAN:   Maybe.  But – and for whatever reason, even my untrained eye 
discerned that I wasn’t satisfied with the standard of the work that’s – that’s being 30 
undertaken, I decided I don’t want the plumber any more – that may lead to a 
dispute, but no doubt – in relation to payment, but no doubt, that’s a capacity I had if 
I have proper cause to think that the services were not being provided to the standard 
expressly or impliedly represented.   
 35 
That’s quite a different situation, though, than we have here, where we have a 
situation in which Dental Corporation had acquired and was operating a practice.  
One of the dentists – and it employed the employees and it engaged the dentists – a 
number of dentists who were working at the practice, one of whom was Dr Moffet 
going forward.  And it was not deciding that, well, if Dr Moffet didn’t perform 40 
adequately, it would just terminate the practice entirely.  It could terminate the 
engagement of Dr Moffet, if unsatisfied with his performance, and the practice 
would continue operating and it would appoint someone else to – to perform work 
there.   
 45 
So it’s not a situation in which, like the plumber, I’m just getting the plumber to do 
something in particular.  This is a situation which Dental Corporation has a number 
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of persons, who are engaged doing dental work for it, at its practice, that it owns and 
operates.  And it – it could decide – it, obviously, has some limitation on the degree 
to which that it’s going to dictate, minute to minute, or in some minute way the 
dental work to be undertaken, but it could say, “Well, you, Dr Moffet”, or “you, 
Dr Briggs” – or whoever it is – “We’ve had a complaint about the work that you’ve 5 
done.  We think it’s satisfied and we’re terminating you.”   
 
So, as I say, I think that does put it in a different – a different category.  I don’t know 
if that’s of any assistance to your Honour but - - -  
 10 
HIS HONOUR:   Well, for what it’s worth, my present thinking, Mr Gibian, is that 
things like the degree of control which it exercised, namely, “You must perform 
services to a particular standard.  You must provide monthly reports.  You must 
engage in continuing education”, etcetera, all of those I find terribly equivocal, 
namely, it’s the sort of thing that you would expect an entity – I am use – avoiding 15 
the word “employer” – you would expect an entity to exercise over both an 
independent contractor and an employee.  What I find, presently, more persuasive is 
the fact that the Dental Corporation did not, as a matter of fact, purport to give any 
direction to Dr Moffet as to the patients to be seen, the nature of the services to be 
performed, or in respect of the practice generally.  And irrespective of patients, 20 
directions as to what sort of procedures should be promoted, because, for example, 
they were more lucrative.  He was left very much to discharge his responsibilities in 
such manner as he saw fit, free of control, in fact, from the Dental Corporation.  
Now, that – for what it’s worth, that’s my present thinking.  But anyhow - - -  
 25 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   - - - I just raise it for you to - - -  
 
MR GIBIAN:   I understand what your Honour says about – about that.  But I think 30 
what we – we would characterise the earlier matters your Honour referred to as 
“control”, so far as there was scope for it - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  
 35 
MR GIBIAN:   - - - for the purposes of the – the authorities and that being - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  That’s what I pointed out with the Wilson J judgment.  
 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes. 40 
 
HIS HONOUR:   You can parse and analyse these judgments as much as you like, 
and you find some factors going one way and some the other.  
 
MR GIBIAN:   Indeed.   45 
 
HIS HONOUR:   All right.  
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MR GIBIAN:   The other fact – the other consideration I just want to point out in this 
respect is that the acquisition agreement, which I will come back to in a moment – 
but in it, Dental Corporation undertook, in clause 12, to make offers of employment 
to the various people who had been working in the practice up to that point, in clause 
12.1.  And that’s described as a: 5 
 

The purchaser must make offers of employment to the employees.   
 
which is a defined term.  And the employees are those listed at – in schedule 5 at 
page 45 within DMR-1, and include the dentists who were other than Dr Moffet who 10 
were working in the practice.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   So they would be employees at the time of acquisition.  
 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes.  So the other dentists who were working in the practice were, in 15 
accordance with the services – sorry, the acquisition agreement, required to be made 
offers of employment going forward in the respondent’s practice, or the practice it 
had acquired.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Well, that’s the first of your six points.  20 
 
MR GIBIAN:   It is.  The second is in relation to conduct of the business - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   So this is running his own business?   
 25 
MR GIBIAN:   Well, whether he was running his own business or working within 
the business of Dental Corporation, which he clearly was.  The authorities, in that 
respect, I took your Honours – your Honour to what was said in Hollis v Vabu in 
relation to the – adopting what Windeyer J had said in Marshall v Whitaker, in 
relation to the difference being rooted fundamentally in working in a business of 30 
another, or in his or her own - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  
 
MR GIBIAN:   - - - business.  That was taken up in a number of subsequent 35 
decisions.  At tab 7 within the bundle is Fair Work Ombudsman v Quest South Perth.  
And can I just note what was said there by North and Bromberg JJ, particularly at 
page – sorry, the report is (2015) 228 FCR 346 at page 389, 176 and onwards.  It 
refers to the – paragraph 176 and onwards, it refers to the multifactorial assessment.   
 40 
HIS HONOUR:   Which paragraphs in Quest are we looking at?   
 
MR GIBIAN:   Sorry, 176 - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   176.  45 
 
MR GIBIAN:   - - - which is page 389 of the report.  Sorry, do you have a - - -  
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HIS HONOUR:   No.  No.  No.  Just - - -  
 
MR GIBIAN:   Do you have an unreported version, do you, your Honour?   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.   5 
 
MR GIBIAN:   Sorry about that.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   That’s okay.   
 10 
MR GIBIAN:   And reference then in 177 to what was said in Hollis v Vabu.  And I 
won’t read it, but the same points are made at 179, over the page – 179 and – to 180.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  Now, in terms of whether he was running his own business, 
Dr Moffet didn’t employ anyone, did he, as part of the - - -  15 
 
MR GIBIAN:   Not after the acquisition, no.  So I note, but I won’t read, that Jessup 
J in Tattsbet v Morrow, as the respondents have pointed out, had a slightly different 
emphasis on that, and said that there wasn’t a dichotomy, necessarily, between 
working in the business of another and in your own business.  It was necessary to 20 
focus on the ultimate question of employment.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   But going back to whether he was running his own business - - -  
 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes.  The – I’m sorry, your Honour.  25 
 
HIS HONOUR:   - - - Dr Moffet didn’t employ anyone.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   No.   
 30 
HIS HONOUR:   He proposed people for consideration by the Dental Corporation.  
 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   And there’s – that’s Dr Woods, was it not?   35 
 
MR GIBIAN:   There are – there are a few examples, but, yes, there was one in 
relation to a Dr Woods who was proposed to be engaged as a dentist at the practice.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Well, I want the reference to that, and the reference to others, 40 
because that may help your case - - -  
 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   - - - because if he was running his own show, he would be 45 
employing and firing whoever he wanted to.  
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MR GIBIAN:   Yes.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Did he have the contractual right to terminate the employment of 
people employed by Dental Corporation?   
 5 
MR GIBIAN:   Necessarily not, because they were employed pursuant to contracts 
with Dental Corporation.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   See, your submissions, I think, were somewhat loose in language.   
I’m not being intentionally critical, but I thought it said at one stage that he could 10 
dismiss people.  So he didn’t have a contractual right to dismiss.  
 
MR GIBIAN:   No.  And as I was going to come to, certainly he had – he was 
imbued by Dental Corporation with some supervisory responsibilities, with respect to 
employees of the practice, but they were employees of Dental Corporation who had 15 
contracts of employment with Dental Corporation, which could only be either 
created or terminated by Dental Corporation.  The fact that he had some supervisory 
role, and the like, within the practice, being the respondent’s practice, in my 
submission, is a factor favouring the conclusion that he was an employee working as 
an integral part of their business.  If he employed the people - - -  20 
 
HIS HONOUR:   That’s pretty equivocal.  I mean, you’ve got to have somebody in 
charge.  
 
MR GIBIAN:   Exactly.  But - - -  25 
 
HIS HONOUR:   Whether he’s an independent contractor or an employee.  
 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes.  But - - -  
 30 
HIS HONOUR:   It’s the fact that he did not, and had no right to, employ others - - -  
 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   - - - and did not, in fact, question mark, or contractually have the 35 
right to terminate.  
 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   The question mark is what about the evidence of the receptionist 40 
who was knocking off the moneys?  How was she terminated?  Who terminated her 
employment?   
 
MR GIBIAN:   I don’t think the evidence went to that – went to that particular case.   
 45 
HIS HONOUR:   Which that may count against you.   
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MR GIBIAN:   Well, I don’t think – her – her employment could only have been 
terminated by Dental Corporation, ultimately.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   You say it could, but - - -  
 5 
MR GIBIAN:   In terms of how - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   As a matter of fact, who gave her the marching orders?   
 
MR GIBIAN:   I don’t think there’s evidence about that.  10 
 
HIS HONOUR:   Dr Moffet was - - -  
 
MR GIBIAN:   Dr Moffet raised it by way of the - - -  
 15 
HIS HONOUR:   - - - up to his eyeballs in it.  He was the one who engaged in the 
sting, to use his expression.  
 
MR GIBIAN:   I think he – his evidence was that he was asked to assist the police in 
relation to that – to that matter.  20 
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes, but he wasn’t asked by the Dental Corporation, and the fact is 
that he had – I thought that there was evidence, too, which said that he had to bear 
the costs of her salary in the short term.  Wasn’t that the evidence?   
 25 
MR GIBIAN:   I don’t – I don’t think so.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   In which case, it would put him more into the category of running 
his own show.  
 30 
MR GIBIAN:   I don’t think there was any – I think he was concerned – what he 
said, in that respect, was that it was an explanation as to the – or in part, at least, how 
the shortfall arose in a particular year.  His concern, in that respect, was that – that 
not – not her salary, at all, but that if there was a shortfall in the business, then it 
may, ultimately, impact upon him by way of a penalty under the services agreement, 35 
not that he would cover her salary.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   No.  I think he – I thought he said he had to carry the shortfall.  
 
MR GIBIAN:   I don’t think it was anything to do with this - - -  40 
 
HIS HONOUR:   See, this is why I wanted a transcript before we had submissions.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   But it was nothing to do - - -  
 45 
HIS HONOUR:   So where is the reference in the - - -  
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MR GIBIAN:   - - - with the salary.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Where is the reference in the transcript?   
 
MR GIBIAN:   That would be - - -  5 
 
HIS HONOUR:   Well, anyhow, you don’t have it immediately.  So that’s why I 
stood over to today, so we could do this in one go.  But all of these questions that I’m 
raising, I’m expecting somebody to be making a note of them.  
 10 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   And I’m looking to your instructing solicitor.  She has been given 
homework, with a view to providing me a short note - - -  
 15 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   - - - afterwards.  Now, I may – my recollection may be wrong, but 
that’s why we need the transcript.   
 20 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes.  Well, as I say - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   You see how it can go against you.  The fact that he can’t hire, 
Dental Corporation, didn’t – he had no power to dismiss, no contractual power.  All 
of that helps you.  25 
 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   But the wild card is where’s this evidence about the employee who 
ripped them off.  30 
 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   So if you can give me a note about that.  
 35 
MR GIBIAN:   Indeed.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   All right.  Next. 
 
MR GIBIAN:   As I say, I don’t think there was any suggestion he had to cover her 40 
salary, or paid her salary in any – in any way.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   No, it could be the shortfall, but - - -  
 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes.  The – in relation to the running of their own business, I did just 45 
want to emphasise that the circumstances in which Dr Moffet was working for 
Dental Corporation was – and perhaps this is stating the obvious – that Dental 
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Corporation had purchased the business.  It, thereafter, owned and operated the 
practice, and he performed work in it.  The – and that is apparent from the 
acquisition agreement, it owned at least – or at least the premises owned and 
acquired the equipment, employed the staff, engaged the dentist to work at the 
practice, invoiced the patients, and received the fees for the services rendered to the 5 
patients.  
 
All Dr Moffet provided was his labour in the practice, either treating patients or 
undertaking such practice management duties as were required.  Furthermore, in 
accordance with the terms of the acquisition agreement, particularly the restraint that 10 
was in clause 20 of the acquisition agreement, in providing his labour, he was 
restrained from developing or maintaining his own relationship with patients for any 
– for any purpose other than for serving the respondent, or from conducting his own 
practice, or the practice as his own business.   
 15 
He wasn’t restrained absolutely from doing other work, although he only did a small 
amount of that towards the other – the end, but he couldn’t undertake any practice at 
all within a particular area, and if he did undertake work in a – in some distant place, 
he couldn’t do so in a manner which attracted the patients that he was treating at the 
respondent’s practice, or interfere with the relationship between the respondent and 20 
those patients.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Was he – were his services terminated?  You’ve got 2012.  Then 
you’ve got the December 2012, February 2013 emails.  But how did the relationship 
come to an end?  Did he get a letter from Dental Corporation saying “farewell”, or 25 
- - -  
 
MR GIBIAN:   He wrote a letter saying – to them saying that he wouldn’t continue.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Where do I find that letter?   30 
 
MR GIBIAN:   That’s in the third volume.  Hang on.  Yes.  I have tab 47 but it’s 
1022 of the – in the third volume.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   1022 of - - -  35 
 
MR GIBIAN:   It’s volume 3 of the court book.  It’s - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   The DMR-1. 
 40 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes, the DMR-1.  So, as I say, the situation that was dictated by the 
contractual relations and the practical situation was that Dr Moffet was providing his 
labour in their – in the respondent’s practice, and could not operate or develop his 
own business by that work, because he was restrained in relation to developing or 
exploiting any separate relationship with the patients, and the like, that he was 45 
treating at the practice.  And the – there does seem to be some issue raised in this 
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respect.  The services agreement required that he provide or undertake that work 
personally, which is clearly a significant consideration in relation to the - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Hardly surprising.  
 5 
MR GIBIAN:   Indeed.  It’s not surprising.  But, as I say, it is a significant 
consideration.  The clause 3.1 of the – sorry, of the services agreement provided that:   
 

The practice principal must provide or procure, with the consent of Dental 
Corporation, the provision of dentistry services during the term at the 10 
premises, and that the practice principal acknowledges that he or she must 
provide the dentistry services personally.   

 
And as I’ve noted in 3.2 and 3.3 to 3.5, obligations are imposed in relation to the 
work the principal – the practice principal was required to undertake.  And the 15 
definition of the services was set out in schedule 1, which provided, at 1.1 that:   
 

The practice principal must provide diagnostic remedial specialist and 
preventative dentistry services as appropriate.   

 20 
That is, it was clear that the services were required to be provided by him, or the 
work undertaken by him.  And what’s more, that was the whole context of the 
arrangement that had been entered into, as Mr Evans acknowledged – and this is at 
page 110, around line 20 of the transcript.  The – the whole context of the transaction 
was that the respondent purchased the practice, and it wished to obtain the benefit of 25 
Dr Moffet performing work for them in the practice, so as, hopefully, at least, to 
retain the patients who provided the value in the practice.  So the suggestion that Dr 
Moffet could then just stop undertaking dentistry work is entirely consistent with the 
context of the transaction.  
 30 
HIS HONOUR:   So you rely upon, in part, the intention of Mr Evans when 
negotiating or when entering into the agreement?  The reason I say “in part” is 
because it’s – the intention is reinforced in clause 3.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   I was referring to what Dr – what Mr Evans said, because it – it’s, in 35 
any event, consistent with the obvious intention of the arrangements, that is, the 
inference that one draws from the whole of the circumstances is that that’s what 
Dental Corporation wanted to get out of the whole arrangement.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   So you do rely upon what Dental Corporation subjectively sought 40 
to achieve?   
 
MR GIBIAN:   Or what the purpose of the transaction from the parties was.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   What’s the answer to my question?   45 
 
MR GIBIAN:   What - - -  
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HIS HONOUR:   And I will - - -  
 
MR GIBIAN:   I mean - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   I’ve got at the back of my - - -  5 
 
MR GIBIAN:   - - - I don’t mean to – I’m sorry, your Honour.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   No, I’ve got at the back of my mind reading in one of the 
authorities that one of the things that can be taken into account is not only the terms 10 
of the agreement, but what the parties sought to achieve by the agreement.  Does that 
ring a bell with you?   
 
MR GIBIAN:   I think – I think that is correct, but certainly my understanding of it 
would be that that’s not the subjective intent as to the nature of the relationship, but a 15 
subjective intent as to what was to be done if - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   And how it was to be achieved.  
 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes.  20 
 
HIS HONOUR:   Whether you achieved it is a different matter.  
 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes.  But not in, sort of, the legal characterisation, but in a – in a 
more practical sense as to what was hoped to be achieved, yes, by the transaction.  25 
 
HIS HONOUR:   Well, if I’m right – I would like that authority dug out.  I remember 
reading somewhere – I just can’t put my finger on where it was – and where you may 
be stung in the tail, if that’s correct, is Mr Evans said, in respect to what he and Dr 
Khouri had in mind, prior to November 2007 – was that what he wanted was to 30 
acquire the top 30, or whatever the figure was, dental practices in Australia, all of 
which were billing over 2 million.  But it’s the next bit, where he says what they had 
in mind was to take it over, provide administrative services, but to leave it to the 
dentists to run their own show.  If that is a factor which can be taken into account, it 
goes against you.  35 
 
MR GIBIAN:   Well, no. 
 
HIS HONOUR:   Not conclusive, but it’s a factor.  And I’m just – I suppose my real 
question is, is that a factor which I can take into account, namely, the objective 40 
sought to be achieved, or am I confined to looking at what the contract in fact 
achieves.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes.  
 45 
HIS HONOUR:   See, it’s sort of - - -  
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MR GIBIAN:   Yes.  I will - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   - - - sting in the tail for you.  
 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes, I will give some consideration to that, your Honour.  5 
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes, certainly.  
 
MR GIBIAN:   I think that’s sensible. 
 10 
HIS HONOUR:   So if you can give me a submission on that, and a reference to the 
authority, which I can’t recall.  
 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes.   
 15 
HIS HONOUR:   That’s an invidious task for you, but – –  
 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes.  The authorities I’m thinking of are more in the context of 
contractual formation or - - -  
 20 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  No - - -  
 
MR GIBIAN:   - - - or terms if – construction rather than – than this – this 
characterisation issue. 
 25 
HIS HONOUR:   That’s why it stuck in my mind.  I thought it was odd.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Anyhow, let’s not waste time on it now.   30 
 
MR GIBIAN:   Indeed.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   You’ve only got half an hour left, so - - -  
 35 
MR GIBIAN:   Indeed.  We did touch on this, but the evidence in relation to the 
engagement of employees or the other dentists at the practice was that, at best, he 
could suggest people to be engaged.  Your Honour asked about the reference to the 
treatment of Dr Woods, which is at page 10 of exhibit A2.   
 40 
HIS HONOUR:   Sorry, which page?   
 
MR GIBIAN:   Page 10 of exhibit A2.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Thank you.   45 
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MR GIBIAN:   The other aspect that demonstrates the requirement for personal 
service is that, leaving the performance bonus issue to one side, he could only earn 
money by his own labour, that is, by the fees derived from the work that he 
personally did;  and, furthermore, he did always undertake that work personally;  
and, in terms of the earnings, with the exception of a short period where he did a 5 
small amount of additional work at Mittagong, all of his earnings were from Dental 
Corporation during the period.   
 
In terms of the tax returns that were tendered, your Honour raised an issue in relation 
to the first year the ’07-08 year, which recorded fees from the Marsden, Victoria 10 
practice.  Separately, that’s at page 82 of exhibit R5.  That was explained, in that 
those were the fees that were recorded as being derived prior to the purchase of the 
practice by Dental Corporation.  In the subsequent years - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Which page was that?   15 
 
MR GIBIAN:   82.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Thank you.   
 20 
MR GIBIAN:   In the subsequent years, the income recorded from the dental work at 
least is recorded at pages 120, 155, 192, 224, 255 and 293 within exhibit R3, and 
there was a slight residue in the next year, some $5000, which, at least on Dr 
Moffet’s understanding, were some earnings that hung from the time prior to the 
acquisition, but then he was earning moneys solely from Dental Corporation in that 25 
respect.   
 
The fee arrangements was the third matter I was going to mention but I think we’ve 
probably covered it sufficiently;  that is, that leaving the aside the question of a 
potential but never-realised performance bonus, Dr Moffet earned fees by way of the 30 
monthly or annual dental draws by reference to the fees that he derived from his own 
labour.  There was one cost that was taken into account in that respect, which was 
laboratory fees, which Dr Moffet explained was the cost of denture production or the 
like for patients that he was seeing.  It’s a little obscure as to why that was treated 
separately, but in my submission, it would not be a significant factor.   35 
 
The other costs recorded of the practice were said to be charged back to the practice, 
but that was taken into account in the practice’s accounting, not in relation to the 
earnings of Dr Moffet directly from the dental draw.  The only effect of the profit of 
the practice, generally speaking, was upon either a performance bonus if the 40 
particular targets were exceeded, or a penalty in the form of a shortfall that may 
accrue if the targets were not reached.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   So the expenses which are claimed in the tax returns, they are 
expenses largely directed to earning the moneys that he received from Dental 45 
Corporation?   
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MR GIBIAN:   Well, it’s not clear what they’re directed at, other than that’s how 
they are recorded in the tax returns.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   That’s what I’m worried about.  See, if he’s running his own show, 
he claims his own deductions.  If he’s employed by the Dental Corporation, I thought 5 
he was entitled to reimbursement of his expenses from the Dental Corporation.  Now, 
he can’t have it both ways, unless he wants to commit to admitting a fraud.  Now, 
that may be putting it in an inflammatory way, but he can’t have it both ways, in that 
if the expenses in the tax returns are expenses directed to the income derived from 
the Dental Corporation – apart from the Mittagong experience, which we can place 10 
to one side – if he was only earning income from the Dental Corporation, all of those 
expenses were directed towards that income, so why didn’t he claim it as an expense 
from the Dental Corporation?  He seemed to be claiming a lot of lunches and the like 
from the Dental Corporation, if you go through those receipts.  That’s just left as a 
wild card and, left unexplained, it may go against you.   15 
 
MR GIBIAN:   Well, your Honour, there’s two things to say about that.  Firstly, the 
fact that there were certain accounting expenses, insurance payments and the like, 
which he met separately from the - - -  
 20 
HIS HONOUR:   Well, he had to pay his own professional indemnity insurance.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes, indeed.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   And there was one about a seminar which he said was more 25 
directed towards running a practice rather than dentistry techniques.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   Indeed, or investing and the like.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   So he can explain some of them.  Yes, investing.   30 
 
MR GIBIAN:   That is, he didn’t do other dentistry work, with the Mittagong issue 
aside, but he did earn money from other investments and the like, and that some of it 
was directed at that, he thought.   
 35 
HIS HONOUR:   And, not surprisingly, he lost a lot of money on – or notionally lost 
money on his olive farms and things like that.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   Apparently.   
 40 
HIS HONOUR:   So you can’t parse and analyse the expenses too much.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   No.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   But my concern is, at the end of the day, there are expenses which, 45 
without explanation, were expenses directed to deriving income as a dentist.  He was 
only deriving income as a dentist from the Dental Corporation.  He was entitled to be 
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reimbursed for his expenses from the Dental Corporation.  So unless there’s some 
explanation, the expenses which are in the tax returns attributable to dentistry 
indicate that he may be running his own show, and the onus was on you to explain it, 
and I don’t think you have.   
 5 
MR GIBIAN:   Well, he explained it as best he could.  I mean, he explained how his 
tax returns were prepared, and that he provided expenses to the accountant and they 
took advice as to what was deductible or not deductible.  He said that those were 
likely to be – a lot of them are – that is, the fact that they’re accounting fees or 
insurance and the like is unremarkable - - -  10 
 
HIS HONOUR:   No;  I’m not worried about that.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   - - - and he said that other costs were likely to be – and he couldn’t 
place it higher than that, but were likely to be things in seminars that were directly 15 
dentistry, that is, in relation to investing or the like, matters of that nature.  That’s as 
best as he was able to explain it.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   But - - -  
 20 
MR GIBIAN:   There was – I’m sorry.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   That sounds hollow, though, Mr Gibian, in that the cross-
examination finished at the end of the first day.  You had overnight, and the re-
examination commenced the following day.  The expenses was an issue pursued at 25 
some length, and at the end of the day, unless you can offer me an explanation now, 
founded upon the evidence, one view is that there were expenses incurred in 
generating income as a dentist which were not reimbursed by the Dental Corporation, 
unless there’s double dipping, and which indicates that he may be running his own 
show, and the onus was on you to explain these expenses, and it may be that you’ve 30 
failed to discharge that onus.  Anyhow, that’s a concern.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   If you want to put in a submission, do so.   35 
 
MR GIBIAN:   Well, as I say, he has explained it as he could in the time frame that 
was available.  The fact that there were expenses that were able to be claimed for one 
reason or another is not inconsistent with a person being an employee.  There was, 
for example, in relation to professional development, a capacity or an entitlement 40 
within the services agreement for that to be covered up to a certain amount.  If he 
decided that he wished to do more or incurred costs that involved doing more, then 
he could do so, and if those were deductible, they were deductible.  But that does not 
- - -  
 45 
HIS HONOUR:   This was a man bent on maximising his income with an eye keenly 
attuned to claiming whatever deductions he could and seeking whatever 
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reimbursement of expenses he could.  A suggestion that “Oh, well, he just gave the 
ledgers and some invoices to the accountant and left it up to him” sounds pretty 
hollow.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   Well, he said he relied upon his accountant to advise as to what to 5 
deduct or not deduct.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Well, in which case, he give gave the instructions to the 
accountant, in which case, he can explain what those instructions were, and he didn’t.  
It’s only one factor.  I’m not saying it’s conclusive. 10 
 
MR GIBIAN:   Indeed. 
 
HIS HONOUR:   But when I was putting pen to paper, the draft has got big question 
marks next to it, because I want your assistance on it.  But if you’re happy with the 15 
explanation or the submission you’ve just put, so be it.  If you want to put in a further 
submission, directed to the existing evidence, you can do so.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes.  Well, I will do so.   
 20 
HIS HONOUR:   Thank you.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   There was a particular issue raised with respect to what was recorded 
at page 255 of exhibit R5 as Dental Corp income adjustment.   
 25 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   And Dr Moffet explained in that respect that that was the shortfall 
repayment that was required.  Although the figures don’t precisely add up in that 
respect, it’s consistent with what’s recorded, particularly at page 218 of DMR1 30 
where there’s - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Sorry, DMR1, thank you.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes, 218, where there’s a reference to a shortfall allocation of 35 
$286,000.  So it’s consistent with this.  Apparently that’s what that would be.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   He gave some evidence on that in re-examination too.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   He did, yes.   40 
 
HIS HONOUR:   Where is the transcript reference to that, please?   
 
MR GIBIAN:   It commences at the bottom of page 97 and goes over to page 98.   
 45 
HIS HONOUR:   Thank you.  So did that get you up to Engagement of Others, your 
fourth point?   
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MR GIBIAN:   Yes.  In terms of expenses – as your Honour says, at best it’s a 
consideration.  Can I just note what was said in that respect by the Full Court in Ace 
Insurance.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Which case?   5 
 
MR GIBIAN:   Ace Insurance v Trifunovski.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.   
 10 
MR GIBIAN:   It’s tab 6 in the bundle.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Which part?   
 
MR GIBIAN:   Well, the conclusions appear from paragraph 126.  At paragraph 130, 15 
it’s noted that the appellant which - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Whose judgment is that?   
 
MR GIBIAN:   It’s the judgment of Buchanan J - - -  20 
 
HIS HONOUR:   Thank you.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   - - - with whom Robertson and Lander JJ agreed.  And then, at 
paragraph 130, it’s noted, in the second part of that paragraph, that:  25 
 

The appellant relied upon claims for business expenses, provision of motor cars 
by the agents to themselves, preparation of financial statements and other 
matters which follow.   Rather than dictate a conclusion in relation as to 
whether the relationship involves employment or not...   30 
 

Can I just note – I don’t need to read it all, but over the page, on my copy at least, his 
Honour, having listed factors that might be relevant, at paragraph 132 and 133, gives 
consideration to those issues, particularly the expenses issue, and note paragraph 
133, that the expenses referred to were, in the case of the sales representative, 35 
principally the provision of a motor vehicle of choice, employment of secretarial 
assistance, and rent of office space by subregional representatives was insufficient to 
make the critical difference, even in their cases.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Sorry, which factors are you referring to?   40 
 
MR GIBIAN:   That was paragraph 133.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   133, sorry.   
 45 
MR GIBIAN:   So there was a group of people who were involved in this 
proceeding.   
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HIS HONOUR:   But, in this case, he was provided with an office and a car space.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   Indeed.  So, in that case, particularly the persons who were described 
as subregional representatives employed staff to assist them in undertaking the work, 
at least of a secretarial type, rented office space, acquired or leased motor vehicles 5 
and the like for the purposes of earning income, and that was - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Is this your fourth point that we’re talking about?   
 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes, I think it is.  I’m sorry, it’s still my third point.   10 
 
HIS HONOUR:   No, that’s - - -  
 
MR GIBIAN:   And that was not a barrier to a finding of employment in the 
particular case.  In relation to employees – I think I’ve said what I wanted to say in 15 
relation to the engagement of employees and that, ultimately, that was a matter for 
the Dental Corporation.  Can I just note references to what appears within DRM1 at 
page - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   So which point are we talking about now?   20 
 
MR GIBIAN:   This is the employees, point 4, and/or other staff.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   DMR1.  Which page?   
 25 
MR GIBIAN:   Page 298 – that’s in volume 1 – 300 and 309, where there’s 
communications in relation to, for example, pay rises or the treatment of leave of 
employees at the practice or the like, where there were requests for pay rises, for 
example, that were refused by Dental Corporation – at least Dental Corporation said 
- - -  30 
 
HIS HONOUR:   So if I look at these, 298, 300 and 309, it’s all Dental Corporation 
fingerprints?  
 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes.  So there had been requests for pay rises or the like or to take 35 
action with respect to employees’ leave arrangements, with Dental Corporation 
saying, “Look, we’ve looked at it, but we don’t think that’s justified” or “This is how 
you are required to deal with an employee.”    
 
HIS HONOUR:   Well, what about Dr Moffet’s leave himself?   40 
 
MR GIBIAN:   I’m sorry?   
 
HIS HONOUR:   When Dr Moffet took leave, did he apply to Dental Corporation for 
leave?   45 
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MR GIBIAN:   There’s not evidence that he did, no.  There’s evidence that he was 
on vacation, that is, he didn’t work 100 per cent of the time, yes.  As I said - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Well, that goes against you, doesn’t it?   
 5 
MR GIBIAN:   I’m sorry?   
 
HIS HONOUR:   That goes against you.  If he was an employee, you would expect 
him to apply for leave, or at least tell his employer that he wasn’t going to be 
attending employment.   10 
 
MR GIBIAN:   Well, it’s perhaps - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   On the evidence, he just walked out and told no one.   
 15 
MR GIBIAN:   It’s perhaps a consideration similar to the sort of days-of-work issue, 
and he was asked the way in which he dealt with days of work, and I think that’s 
page 53 around line 35 of the transcript.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Sorry - - -  20 
 
MR GIBIAN:   Page 53.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Transcript, yes.   
 25 
MR GIBIAN:   In that respect, firstly, in my submission, that’s not necessarily 
inconsistent with a senior employee of some nature.  Secondly, it’s not that there 
were not any constraints at all in relation to the way in which he made his working 
arrangements, and in that respect, I just note that – and there was evidence in relation 
to the negotiation of an arrangement to change from four days a week to three days a 30 
week, and this appears at page 221 of DRM1, in which there was the setting of the 
target for him by reference to the number of days he would need to work in order to 
achieve that target;  that is, working three days a week, 40 weeks of the year.  So it’s 
not as if there was not any say in relation to the pattern or quantum of work.   
 35 
HIS HONOUR:   Was there a contractual obligation - - -  
 
MR GIBIAN:   I’m sorry, your Honour?   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Was there a contractual obligation to meet a particular target, or 40 
was that just a matter of practice?   
 
MR GIBIAN:   In the first period under the service agreement, the target was the 
practice target, and there was a bonus or penalty if that were met or not met.   
 45 
HIS HONOUR:   That’s right.   
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MR GIBIAN:   In the period from 2012 - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   And was, what, 900,000 or something.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   The text of the service agreement says 570,000.   5 
 
HIS HONOUR:   That’s right.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   The evidence is it was actually 620,000 or thereabouts – 617.   
 10 
HIS HONOUR:   Which clause was that?   
 
MR GIBIAN:   The figure is set out in schedule 2 to the service agreement at page 
196.  It’s called the minimum annual cash flow.  In the period of 2012 onwards, there 
was a personal target set for his fees.  15 
 
HIS HONOUR:   Sorry, which period was this?  Two thousand - - -  
 
MR GIBIAN:   Twelve, which was 900,000 or so, 960,000 – sorry, 900,000.  The 
way that that was set is made clear at page 221.   20 
 
HIS HONOUR:   221?   
 
MR GIBIAN:   221 in DRM1, and the figure is then set at page 218.   
 25 
HIS HONOUR:   218?   
 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Now, what set this rabbit running was you were taking me to the 30 
Dental Corporation having its fingerprints all over employees wanting pay rises and 
leave and the like.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes.   
 35 
HIS HONOUR:   Which shows, of course, that Dental Corporation was the employer 
of those employees.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes.   
 40 
HIS HONOUR:   But I can understand how it could be put – I don’t know how it 
would be resolved, but I can understand how it could be put that Mr Moffet is in a 
different camp.  He doesn’t have to apply for leave.  There’s no requirement upon 
him to work any particular hours or days of the week or weeks of the year.  All that 
was required of him was to meet a practice target, and how he did that in running his 45 
own show, so it could be said, was a matter for him and not the subject of direction 
from the Dental Corporation.  So we’ve got his 2007-2012 contractual position;  
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we’ve got the 2012 position, the personal target.  What comes out of the December 
2012/January 2013 emails?  Does that show Dental Corporation saying, as would 
you expect an employer to say, “You are required to attend for work or days/hours”, 
or is it just simply a practice target again or a negotiated practice target?  I just can’t 
recall those emails.  Where are they? 5 
 
MR GIBIAN:   Sorry?   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Where are those emails that - - -  
 10 
MR GIBIAN:   Those are the pages that I just referred you to.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Right.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   So it’s 217 to 220, and the preceding ones are 221 to 222.   15 
 
HIS HONOUR:   Of DMR1?   
 
MR GIBIAN:   Of DMR1, yes.  In the 2012 onwards period, it was a personal target 
that was set on the basis that he would need to work a particular - - -  20 
 
HIS HONOUR:   Who set it?   
 
MR GIBIAN:   Well, it was negotiated - - -  
 25 
HIS HONOUR:   Negotiated. 
 
MR GIBIAN:   - - - and agreed, yes.  That is, he didn’t set it.  I mean, he said, “I 
want to work less” and there was a discussion about that, but once it was set, it was 
set on the basis that he would work a certain number of days and a certain number of 30 
weeks.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Well, after the agreement comes to an end, I suppose it cuts both 
ways, namely, the employer couldn’t dictate to him anything, or couldn’t dictate to 
an independent contractor, for that matter, because the period had come to an end.   35 
 
MR GIBIAN:   Indeed.  But what was negotiated then, and if an employee might 
negotiate to work three days a week, well, they negotiate to work three days a week, 
but once that agreement is formed, then they are required to work three days a week.  
Now, it wasn’t precisely that situation, but as I say, the target was set on the basis of 40 
working a particular number of days and a particular number of weeks.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Right.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   In respect of the earlier period, your Honour mentioned the practice 45 
target as being, to the extent that there were other dentists that were contributing to 
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that outcome, they were the other dentists engaged by Dental Corporation or engaged 
by Dr Moffet as we’ve discussed.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Sorry, but the minimal cash flow, was that the cash flow from the 
practice and not from Dr Moffet?   5 
 
MR GIBIAN:   There were two aspects to it.  One is his earnings, the draws, were 
based upon his fees.  The bonus was based upon the profit of the practice as a whole.  
So, in that respect, he relied upon them.  I think the question of representation is 
shortly put.  I think it is put that he used or that the Active Dental name continued to 10 
be used, and website, and that that has some consideration in play.  As your Honour 
apprehends, I’ve pointed out that Dental Corporation purchased and owned that 
name and business, and both could have directed a different name or logo and the 
like be used, but if it wished him to continue using their logo which they had 
purchased, that is indicative of them working for them, not vice versa.   15 
 
HIS HONOUR:   What about the evidence which says that the words “Dental 
Corporation” didn’t loom large in the practice?   
 
MR GIBIAN:   Well, that’s neither here nor there, in my submission, in that Dental 20 
Corporation owned or had bought and owned all the rights to the Active Dental 
name.  So if it wanted to call the business Active Dental, or continue to have the 
business called Active Dental, that was a matter for it and that’s a matter that it 
decided to pursue.  If it wished it to be called Dental Corporation or anything else, 
that’s a matter that it was able to determine at its own advisement.   25 
 
HIS HONOUR:   Does it provide any weight to a conclusion that, after acquisition, it 
was continuing to let Mr Moffet run his own show, and was not purporting to present 
itself after acquisition as part of the Dental Corporation group?  Or is it just 
equivocal?   30 
 
MR GIBIAN:   Well, in my submission, it has acquired that business name.  If it 
doesn’t market its practices under the Dental Corporation name, that’s a matter for it.  
It decides how it wants to market its own practices and if it decides to use the 
business name, to continue to use the business name that it has bought, then that’s the 35 
decision that it has made.  The final matter that I was going to refer to was the 
express reference, so clause 14.1 in the services agreement, which asserts that it 
doesn’t create a relationship of employment, trust, agency or partnership, and suggest 
that little weight would be placed upon that in the circumstances of this matter.  The 
evidence isn’t – and perhaps would clearly be inferred anyway – that these were 40 
contracts that were formulated and proposed as standard contracts in a large number 
of practices by Dental Corporation.  Mr Evans gave evidence to that effect at page 
110 and 111 of the transcript, and it would be seen in that context.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   So because it was just a standard contract used in the acquisition of 45 
other dentistry practices, it says little as to the precise relationship between it and Mr 
Moffet in this case?   
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MR GIBIAN:   Yes, and it is unrealistic to infer that there was any real capacity on 
Dr Moffet’s part to say, “No, I want a completely different arrangement.”   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Wait there.   
 5 
MR GIBIAN:   I’m sorry, your Honour.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   No, that’s okay.  I’m just being a bit slow.  So there’s no 
opportunity for Dr Moffet to say the relationship was anything else;  is that the point?  
You say that there was little opportunity for Mr Moffet to say anything contrary to 10 
what clause 14.1 ultimately said.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   Well, what was presented was a package arrangement that had been 
formulated by the corporation.   
 15 
HIS HONOUR:   So accept or reject it.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes, so he could decide to sell or not sell.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Take it or leave it.   20 
 
MR GIBIAN:   He could decide to sell or not sell, and there may be a negotiation 
about price or targets or the like, but the concept that there be some change to the 
whole structure of the arrangement in a particular case is, with respect, 
counterintuitive.   25 
 
HIS HONOUR:   Well, there’s no evidence that he even expressed any - - -  
 
MR GIBIAN:   No.   
 30 
HIS HONOUR:   - - - disagreement.  There’s no evidence that he said anything about 
any of the clauses.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   No.   
 35 
HIS HONOUR:   Especially in respect to the services agreement.  One account of the 
evidence is he must have got legal advice;  another account of the evidence is that it 
was his solicitor who witnessed his signature.  So how can I form any view at all as 
to whether – other than to reject it – as to whether it was presented to him as a take-
it-or-leave-it deal?  There’s no evidence one way or the other.   40 
 
MR GIBIAN:   Well, all the evidence is that this was a standard arrangement that 
was being proposed.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   It is a standard arrangement which was the subject of at least four 45 
meetings.   
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MR GIBIAN:   I think two meetings.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Well, yes;  I think you’re right on that.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   And the context was that there were two meetings to discuss it and 5 
that the acquisition and annexed services agreement were prepared and forwarded 
after those meetings, so the meetings were to discuss that.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   In fact, the only evidence is Mr Moffet gloating as to how much 
money he got in those web pages.  “I sold it at 2.5 million”, or whatever it was.  10 
Well, my present thinking, Mr Gibian, is that there is no evidence to support a 
proposition that Mr Moffet was in the position where he had no ability or power or 
inclination to say anything different to what he said in clause 14.1.  I don’t like that 
as a proposition.  Your proposition that says clause 14.1 is just one of a number of 
considerations is a different matter entirely.   15 
 
MR GIBIAN:   Well, that is my submission.  It’s a question as to the weight to be 
given to it.  In the circumstances where we have a large corporate entity which is 
proposing standard arrangements, my submission is you wouldn’t give it a large 
amount of weight.  Those are my submissions.   20 
 
HIS HONOUR:   Well, no, but the Dental Corporation was out to get high billing 
practices.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes.   25 
 
HIS HONOUR:   And I would have those who are rendering high fees have 
considerable market power.  It wasn’t as though he was exactly short of a quid and 
was not able to access lawyers.  Anyhow, I just don’t know what to do with it.  
Right.  So that’s your sixth point.   30 
 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Anything else?   
 35 
MR GIBIAN:   In terms of the remedies that follow from that, we say that they’re a 
breach of the sham contracting provisions by way of at least implied representations.  
There is reliance upon subsection 2 of section 357, which would require the 
respondent to prove that it did not know and was not reckless as to the correct status 
of the contracts.  There’s no such evidence at all that has been called.  The annual 40 
leave – I don’t know that it flows and I don’t know that there’s any debate about that. 
 
The long service leave issue raises a further consideration in relation to section 
4(2)(a)(iii), as to whether the arrangement was terminated on the basis of illness, 
incapacity or domestic or other pressing necessity, and I’ve made submissions about 45 
that, and he has set out his reasons at paragraphs 142 to 144 and the correspondence 
in relation to the difficulties he was having with Dental Corporation and the effect 
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that it was having on him and his family, really, from page 993 to 1024, including the 
letter of resignation, and that gives rise to that.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Sorry, where is the letter of resignation?   
 5 
MR GIBIAN:   1022 to 1024.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   What’s the date of that?   
 
MR GIBIAN:   21 November 2014.  I notice I’ve exceeded my estimate slightly.  In 10 
relation to the superannuation issue – that flows if there’s a finding of the court that 
Dr Moffet was working as an employee.  There is a broader consideration that arises 
there in the alternative, as your Honour is aware, in that section 12(3) extends the 
application of the guarantee legislation to contracts wholly or principally for the 
labour of a person.  So there’s additional consideration in that respect.  For the 15 
reasons I’ve given, the services agreement required the applicant to perform work, 
undertaking dentistry work and practice management, and in that respect, the 
services agreement was either wholly, or at least principally, for the purposes of his 
labour. 
 20 
He wasn’t providing additional equipment or assets or the like.  The remuneration 
was paid, as we’ve discussed, in relation to the labour he provided, that is, by 
reference to the fees derived from the work that he had personally performed, and for 
the reasons that I’ve given, it required personal service on his part.  The application 
of that provision was dealt with, as your Honour may know, in the matter involving 25 
On Call Interpreters, which is in tab 13 of the bundle.  If I can just point your Honour 
to that consideration, which really commences from paragraph 303 on page 145, if 
your Honour has the same version.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  Now, all of these claims for relief fail if you are found to be 30 
an independent contractor, don’t they?   
 
MR GIBIAN:   Except that the superannuation legislation extends further, in that it 
extends to a person engaged under a contract wholly or principally for the labour of 
that person, irrespective of whether they’re an employee or not.   35 
 
HIS HONOUR:   And, conversely, if you succeed on Mr Moffet being an employee, 
then there’s pretty much agreement between the parties as to what the sums of 
money are, or that can be left to be worked out mechanically.   
 40 
MR GIBIAN:   I don’t know that there is agreement at present, but I did apprehend 
that your Honour had in mind leaving the parties to work it out, which I think is a 
sensible course.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Well, it has to be worked out, because there’s no evidence before 45 
me as to enable me to work it out.   
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MR GIBIAN:   Well, we’ve included - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   In which case, the claims would fail.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   Well, we’ve included calculations, and subject to the correction I 5 
made with respect to - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Have you?  Sorry, where are those calculations? 
  
MR GIBIAN:   They’re in the written submissions, the initial written submissions.   10 
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  But does it require evidence?   
 
MR GIBIAN:   Well, they’re based upon the evidence in relation to the earnings that 
is in DRM1.  15 
 
HIS HONOUR:   So I can work it out for myself?   
 
MR GIBIAN:   You could.  As I say, I apprehend that your Honour would – and I 
think it would be sensible for your Honour to – given that, in that event, there would 20 
be a question of penalties in any event as well that would need to be dealt with, that 
the parties would be directed to confer in relation to the amounts.  My learned 
friend’s submissions do raise an issue in relation to annual leave, as to whether the 
correct base rate of pay is used.  It’s not elaborated in their submissions as to what 
that issue is, so I don’t know what it is.  But I would have thought that they were 25 
straightforward.  They are calculations that can be made and ought be able to be 
agreed.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Sorry;  I’ve been focussing on other things.  Are there existing 
submissions as to penalty?   30 
 
MR GIBIAN:   No, and I think the authorities would - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Why not?   
 35 
MR GIBIAN:   I’m sorry?   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Why not?  There wasn’t a separate hearing ordered for penalties.  
You only get one crack at it.   
 40 
MR GIBIAN:   Your Honour, some of the authorities do suggest that it’s a matter for 
the respondent, perhaps, more than us, but - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   By cutting back on the length of time industrial cases take, the 
good old days in which you had separate hearings and a vanishing - - -  45 
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MR GIBIAN:   As I say, my understanding is the respondent does have an 
opportunity to be heard if it wishes in relation to penalty, knowing what the findings 
are, unless it waives that right, which sometimes a respondent will, but - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Well, the use of the term “right” is questionable, but anyhow, if 5 
you want to file a short submission as to what the penalty would be - - -  
 
MR GIBIAN:   I’m content to do that.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   - - - then you better do so, because you may not get a second 10 
chance.  Yes, Mr Gibian.  Anything else?   
 
MR GIBIAN:   I was just referring your attention to what was said in On Call 
Interpreters on that issue.   
 15 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes, at 303.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   303, and it really proceeds on to around paragraph 306, where his 
Honour suggests that the question might be answered as to whether that work could 
have been done by persons engaged as an employee, at the base of paragraph 306.   20 
 
HIS HONOUR:   I’m just making a note.  Thank you.  Anything else?   
 
MR GIBIAN:   Unless there’s anything further, your Honour.   
 25 
HIS HONOUR:   Thank you, Mr Gibian.  Mr Darams.   
 
MR DARAMS:   Yes.  May it please your Honour - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   I should warn you that I may be interrupted at about 11, but that 30 
will only be for about 10 minutes.   
 
MR DARAMS:   Thank you for giving me that forewarning, your Honour.  Your 
Honour, the five matters that I wanted to deal with, or broad submissions – the first is 
that we will be submitting that the evidence demonstrates that the respondent did not 35 
reserve for itself the right to and did not otherwise exercise any control over the work 
that the applicant had agreed to do for the respondent under the services agreement, 
and that is but one of, but the important matter in the characterisation process.   
 
The second matter, your Honour, that I will deal with is in support of a submission 40 
that the evidence demonstrates that, during the entirety of the period of the 
applicant’s engagement by the respondent, he was carrying on a business of his own, 
and I will come to the evidence that demonstrates, we say, or supports that 
submission.  The third broad proposition we want to put your Honour is that, in the 
circumstances of the case, the evidence demonstrates that the applicant himself was 45 
not mistaken about the characterisation of his relationship with the respondent, or 
demonstrate or outline the evidence that goes to that proposition.   
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The fourth matter – and, ultimately, it’s a conclusionary-type matter, but this is in 
relation to the agreement that the parties or the words the parties used in the service 
agreement to describe the relationship, and the proposition we will demonstrate by 
way of the AMP v Chaplin case is that if, after hearing all of evidence and your 
Honour sits back and contemplates the matter, your Honour was of the view that the 5 
proper characterisation was one way or the other or was ambiguous, then that’s 
precisely the circumstances in which the court has regard to what the parties 
themselves have recorded as the nature of their relationship.  In this circumstance, 
under the service agreement, they recorded that it was not to be an employment 
relationship.  But in respect of that last submission, our submission ultimately is that 10 
your Honour won’t be called to do that because, in our submission, the evidence 
clearly demonstrates that the relationship was one of independent contracting – or, 
sorry, not employment.   
 
And the fifth matter is just to deal with some issues in relation to the resignation and 15 
the reasons for that resignation and why we say, in the circumstances, the applicant 
would not be entitled to long service leave.  So let me now go directly to the issue of 
control, if I can describe it that way.  The first proposition, your Honour.  The 
consideration of the terms of the services agreement is a fundamental consideration 
in the characterisation process generally, but also in considering this proposition of 20 
control.  When one considers the service agreement, it’s obvious that there are no 
clauses in there or anywhere else that regulate such things as the number of days 
each week, month or year that the applicant had to or was required to work. 
 
There’s no clauses in there that dictate the days of the week that he was required to 25 
work, the hours that he was required to work on those days, when he had to start, 
when he had to finish, when he could finish, when the practice had to be open, when 
it had to close, what had to be charged to patients, the type of patients he could see 
and could not see, the type of services he could provide and could not provide, and 
the like.  There’s a complete absence from the service agreement of any of those 30 
matters.  That’s the service agreement.  Now, I want to take your Honour now to the 
evidence of Dr Moffet in this respect.  Does your Honour have the transcript of the 
first day?   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.   35 
 
MR DARAMS:   Or does your Honour just require the references?   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Right.   
 40 
MR DARAMS:   Yes.  So your Honour will recall that I came to the issue of what I 
broadly state control after the luncheon adjournment on the first day.  That cross-
examination starts at page 53 of the transcript, and could I draw your first attention to 
line 20.  The evidence here:  
 45 

There was nothing in the service agreement – again, self-evidently – that I can 
remember saying which days the practice needed to be open.   
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Then line 24:   
 

At no stage were you given any direction by Dental Corporation that you had 
to keep the practice open on particular days between hours or something like 
that?---No.   5 

 
Then line 28:   
 

It’s also the case that you decided the days upon which you would work;  
correct?---I continued working the same days that I had before I sold to Dental 10 
Corporation.   

 
Your Honour makes the observation around line 33.  Then line 35:   
 

You determined upon the days upon which you would work during the 15 
engagement with Dental Corporation?---Yes. 

 
You determined or expected – those days that you decided you wanted to work, 
you determined when you would start on those days?---Yes. 

 20 
Then there was the question at line 41.  I will pass over that.  Then line 44, the 
question - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Is that just a convenient place to just stop for a few minutes, Mr 
Darams?   25 
 
MR DARAMS:   Yes, it is;  of course.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Sorry to inconvenience the parties - - -  
 30 
MR DARAMS:   No, not at all.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   - - - but another matter has come up, and I should be 10 or 15 
minutes at the outside.   
 35 
MR DARAMS:   May it please.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Thank you.  Can you adjourn the court, please.   
 
 40 
ADJOURNED [10.52 am] 
 
 
RESUMED [11.15 am] 
 45 
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HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  Sorry, Mr Darams.  I apologise to the parties for that 
inconvenience.   
 
MR DARAMS:   Not at all, your Honour.  I believe I was at the bottom of page 53 of 
the transcript of the first day, line 45, talk about the breaks.   5 
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes. 
 
MR DARAMS:   Then could I just draw your Honour’s attention to the top of page 
54 of the transcript, line 4, and this is where I introduced, your Honour, the evidence 10 
that, during 2011, Dr Moffet had 15 weeks vacation, and after that part, there was 
some other questions trying to identify all of this, and I will come back to it in a 
moment, but - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Just pausing there.   15 
 
MR DARAMS:   Sorry, yes.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   The question which I raised midday yesterday and which was not 
addressed by Mr Gibian was the extent to which findings have to be made founded 20 
upon credibility.  Particularly in a case of a professional person, the moment a court 
finds, adversely, that a person’s integrity is to be called in question, alarm bells start 
ringing.  Now, I’m not saying that that is the case here, but Mr Gibian presented his 
case as basically founded upon what were the facts established by the terms of the 
contract and what, in fact, happened in terms of directions and the like.   25 
 
MR DARAMS:   Yes.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   So none of the findings he wants made depended upon any 
assessment as to credit.   30 
 
MR DARAMS:   Yes.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Do you make a submission in respect to any finding that has to be 
made that questions of credit are raised?  I do say, in the context, that this was the 35 
particular exchange which caused me to call for the complete document in the 
exhibit. 
 
MR DARAMS:   Yes.   
 40 
HIS HONOUR:   Because it struck me, put colloquially, as a bit cute to say that he 
couldn’t recall taking a 15.5-week holiday, in circumstances where he was promoting 
that loud and clear to everyone else.  So do you make a submission founded upon 
credit at any point in time?   
 45 
MR DARAMS:   I will ultimately be it submitting that your Honour won’t accept the 
evidence of the applicant as to the real reasons or the reasons why he resigned, but 
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your Honour can come to that finding without having to go to credit issues, by 
simply saying that, on the basis of his own evidence, you’re not satisfied that he has 
discharged his burden that he was compelled to resign because of any illness or any 
injury or any bullying.  But we do and squarely challenge the reasons, because we 
say that it wasn’t because he was bullied or because he had any particular illness.   5 
 
HIS HONOUR:   Well, that means I’ve got to reject what he says – on your case.   
 
MR DARAMS:   Correct – on our case, yes.   
 10 
HIS HONOUR:   In which case, questions of credit, reliability, integrity are raised.   
 
MR DARAMS:   That’s correct.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Well, to the extent that you make those submissions, it’s a live 15 
issue, and Mr Gibian, I’m not going to cut out from making a further submission if 
he wants to.   
 
MR DARAMS:   Well, there are a couple of other passages I did want to draw to 
your Honour’s attention, and I will do it at the appropriate time, and I will highlight 20 
that as to why we say that we want you to reject the evidence because of issues of 
credit.  That’s at other parts of the transcript we would ask your Honour to rely upon.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Thank you.  Now, you were at page 54?   
 25 
MR DARAMS:   Page 54.  I just wanted to introduce – we talked about the 15 
weeks, and then if I could ask you to go to page 56 at line 28.  This is just to 
complete the temporal aspect of it, and that is line 33.   
 

Yes, so let’s go back to the shorter document, the first document I showed you, 30 
the 15 weeks vacation you took in 2011.  You decided when you wanted to take 
that vacation;  correct?---I decided when I was absent from the practice, yes.   

 
So my assessment was much broader than just that period, but the follow-up 
question:   35 
 

And I want to suggest to you that you didn’t seek the consent or authorisation 
of Dental Corp before deciding to go on or taking that –  
 

I want to suggest I say “those absences from the practice” –  40 
 

?---No.  That wasn’t required for my engagement with them.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   So the 15 weeks wasn’t taken during the – yes, it was. 
 45 
MR DARAMS:   It was certainly in the middle of the engagement;  it was right slap 
bang in the middle of it.  What I’m going to suggest to your Honour is that that 
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evidence supports that, in respect of any absences from the work, from the practice, 
they were really a matter for Dr Moffet to determine himself, and he was given no 
direction or authorisation.  There’s certainly no evidence that he did do any of these 
things, and he could have given the evidence and said, “Well, when I took this leave 
in this period of time, I went to Dental Corporation and said to them, ‘Look, I’m 5 
taking this period of time off.  What do you think?  Can I have it?’”  No evidence at 
all to that effect.   
 
The working and the days of work, whether he determined that work, is a matter that 
has also come up in Mr Gibian’s submissions, so can I, at this part of the 10 
submissions, ask you go to the exhibit at page 221 – sorry, DRM1.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Page 21?   
 
MR DARAMS:   Page 221.   15 
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.   
 
MR DARAMS:   So this is the correspondence in relation to the negotiations at the 
end of 2012, so after the expiry of the first term or the initial term of the services 20 
agreement, and Mr Bonham’s evidence, you see the second line, he says:  
 

My very quick analysis is attached using your base spreadsheet.  See lines 22 
and 23.   

 25 
HIS HONOUR:   Do we have that spreadsheet?   
 
MR DARAMS:   We don’t, your Honour, but I want to draw your attention to the 
next page, 222.  It wasn’t in evidence, and I accept we didn’t call for it.  I don’t think 
it was produced, but your Honour can see Dr Moffet’s initial email or the email that 30 
preceded Mr Bonham’s, and then he says here: 
 

Last year, in year 5, I worked 150 days. 
 

What we’re talking about there, 2011, if you work at four days per week, that’s the 35 
37.5 weeks, if my calculations are correct.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes. 
 
MR DARAMS:   So, the year before, year 4, he has worked an additional 15 days, so 40 
we’re talking about 40.5 weeks or 41.5 weeks at four days a week, and then one sees 
Dr Moffet say, “Well, here’s the attachment” – sorry, then we have to go back to 
page 221, and this is where the parties effectively struck the agreement, seems to be 
the evidence, on the amount of billings that Dr Moffet was to achieve in respect of 
the engagement going forward, and this is where the $900,000 comes from, your 45 
Honour, but just noting that there, that this is consistent with Dr Moffet’s evidence, 
that he only wanted to work three days a week, and one can see that if we’re talking 
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about 40 weeks at three days, that’s 120 days over the year, and Mr Bonham is 
saying, “Well, that’s consistent with your last four to five years.”  120 days based at 
$8000 a day gives you 960,000, “and I’m good to go with a minimum of 900,000”.   
 
What this email doesn’t establish, though, was that to the extent – well, there wasn’t 5 
agreement reached in relation to the amount that had to be billed.  There was no 
direction or requirement from Dental Corporation that those three days had to be 
worked on particular days of the week, they had to be worked over a particular 
number of weeks.  It might turn out about 40 weeks.  But this could have been 
discharged, if one does the – if Dr Moffet had decided to work five days a week for 10 
the first part of the year, he could have discharged this obligation, on these figures, 
by working 24 weeks of the year, and had the – another six months off vacationing.  
It was left up to the discretion of Dr Moffet as to how he would do that, and that 
continued for the rest of the engagement.   
 15 
And then – sorry, your Honour, to jump back – if I go back to the transcript at page 
57, and then at lines – line 12.  Again, I noted before the services agreement didn’t 
dictate this, but this is Dr Moffet’s evidence on this:   
 

Just in relation to the services or work to patients – this is my question, focus 20 
on that – Dental Corporation, at no stage during your engagement with him, 
did they say, “You can only do this type of work, or you can only do that type of 
work” in relation to patients, did they?   

 
Here’s his answer: 25 
 

That would be beyond the scope – their scope as owner – as of ownership.   
 
What we ask your Honour to take from that is that what Dr Moffet is saying is that 
they couldn’t – that is Dental Corporation – “couldn’t tell me to do any of these 30 
things.  It was really a matter for me to dictate those matters.”  Again, absent in the 
services agreement, and as a matter of fact understood by Dr Moffet.  Lastly, no 
evidence of any of this happening.  And then down the bottom of the page, on page 
57 line 44, I put this question to him: 
 35 

Now, in relation to the amount that you charged or decided to charge a patient, 
you were the person who could dictate that amount, correct, for the services 
you provided?---Yes.   

 
Over the page, top of page 58: 40 
 

At no stage during your engagement did Dental Corporation say, “Here’s a list 
of fees that you have to charge when you do this work”;  correct?---No, they 
never did.   

 45 
All consistent with the propositions we were putting.  So perhaps that’s trite or 
obvious, but that’s the evidence of Dr Moffet.  We have the absence of any of these 
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types of provisions or ability in the services agreement.  There’s no evidence of any 
other things, like manuals, or policies, or procedures, or other forms of directory-type 
documentation that employers commonly issue to employees and require employees 
to comply with or adhere to in the nature of their work.  And one’s then ultimately 
left with a sort of rhetorical question:  well, to what extent did or was there any 5 
ability to control any of the work, in a broad sense, that Dr Moffet was engaged to – 
to undertake or provide.   
 
Just on that, we – we accept the question is not determined, when we’re talking about 
professionals, whether we had the right to direct how he might do a filling, or how he 10 
might, you know, perform a crown, or place braces, but that’s not what we’re saying 
is the relevant consideration here.  What we say is the relevant consideration from 
the cases is these incidental matters.  If we were an employer, then we would reserve 
the right to ourself to determine and dictate those other – those other matters, and 
those other matters being the ones I’ve taken your Honour through, the hours of 15 
work, when they were worked, what sort of services had to be provided, when they 
had to be provided, what couldn’t be provided.  I think – so, in that sense, we say to 
the extent that this is a factor, the broader sense of control, the circumstances and the 
evidence points against a finding that the proper characterisation is an employment 
relationship.   20 
 
HIS HONOUR:   It could equally be said that, with a professional person, they’re 
employed as an employee, but do you trust their professionalism as to how they 
undertake their work or how they discharge their work.  Like, no one tells me how to 
write a judgment, what evidence to take into account, what reasons to provide, but 25 
I’m still an employee.  
 
MR DARAMS:   Yes.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   I think.  I don’t know what my status is, but it’s not an independent 30 
contractor, I know that much.  
 
MR DARAMS:   Yes.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   All I’m saying is that – and I don’t think you disagree – that there’s 35 
– you’re not putting a proposition which says you look to the control at which Dental 
Corporation can exercise as to the manner in which he discharges his professional 
obligations as a dentist.  You’re not putting that.  
 
MR DARAMS:   We’re not putting that.  40 
 
HIS HONOUR:   When you say you look to the question of control, you look to the 
control which Dental Corporation contractually had, and/or in fact exercised over 
incidental matters, such as hours of work, holidays - - -  
 45 
MR DARAMS:   Correct.  
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HIS HONOUR:   - - - and the like.  And I can understand how that supports your 
proposition.  All I’m putting, rhetorically, is with a highly paid, highly professional 
person, you just leave it to them, even though they’re an employee, as to how they 
earn their money, when they earn their money.  All you’re interested in is – as the 
employer is, “I want my money.”   5 
 
MR DARAMS:   I think your Honour is correct to make that observation.  I think the 
test, or the salient issue, though, comes down to the right or the ability, if we wanted 
to do something in that respect.  So you might – and often employers, particularly 
with senior employees, will give them a large degree of discretion on those matters.  10 
But the point is if for some particular reason the employer wanted to impose 
something, an employer can do that, even with a senior employee, with an amount of 
discretion.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   So the test of control looks to either contractual power, or practical 15 
power, and does not look to whether the power is in fact - - -  
 
MR DARAMS:   No.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Any power was exercised?  That’s a big jump.  20 
 
MR DARAMS:   No.  I’m just going to say when one is looking at the totality of the 
circumstances.  So first – first and fundamentally, we do say one has to consider the 
contractual position.  
 25 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  
 
MR DARAMS:   But then one looks, when they’re looking at the totality – and I 
think this is what the cases say – when you’re looking at the totality of the 
relationship, you can then look to see whether in actuality something was exercised, 30 
and whether that was exercised – whether consistently in accordance with the 
contractual terms, or more likely in this type of circumstance, inconsistent with the 
contractual terms.  So that – I think this comes back to this proposition:  that if the 
parties had said this is what – in a contract had written this, but in actuality, over the 
period of the relationship, they acted inconsistent or completely – we say inconsistent 35 
with what the contractual document said, then the court - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:  Yes, that’s - - -  
 
MR DARAMS:   - - - wouldn’t be prevented from coming to a particular finding.  I 40 
think that’s the way I put that submission, your Honour.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Right.  Thank you.  
 
MR DARAMS:   Yes.  So just on this last point, if I could ask your Honour to go to 45 
Zuijs at page 557 – 571.  Tab 14.   
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HIS HONOUR:   Tab 14.  
 
MR DARAMS:   Yes.  So page 571.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  5 
 
MR DARAMS:   And Mr Gibian did take you to this passage.  It’s the second 
paragraph, about point 5, almost point 6: 
 

The duties to be performed may depend so much on the special skill or 10 
knowledge, or they may be so clearly identified.   

 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes. 
 
MR DARAMS:   And then their Honours said that: 15 
 

Little room for direction or command in detail may exist.   
 
Again, in the context of a professional:   
 20 

But that’s not the point.  What matters is lawful authority to command so far as 
there is scope for it.  There must always be some room for it, if only in 
incidental or collateral matters.  But even if Mr Phillip Worth could not 
intervene the actual technique, no reason appears why the appellant should not 
be subject to his directions in all other respects.   25 

 
So it’s in the context of the “all other respects”.  There was no ability or authority to 
do any of those things.  So that’s what I was pointing out that’s the context of it.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   All right.  Thank you.  30 
 
MR DARAMS:   Now, the next matter, your Honour, is the proposition that 
throughout the period of the engagement, our submission is that Dr Moffet was still – 
and I say “still” deliberately, but it doesn’t need to be “still”.  It is the proposition he 
was running a business or enterprise of his own independently of Dental Corporation.  35 
There are a number of aspects or evidentiary aspects that go up to or contribute to 
that finding, your Honour. 
 
Could I first deal with the nature of the overall engagement and the remuneration, if I 
can say that broadly, structure.  So, your Honour, there were two parts to the 40 
remuneration structure that Dr Moffet and the respondent had agreed under the 
services agreement.  The first is related directly to the services that Dr Moffet 
himself performed on patients.  We accept that.  That’s the dental draw.   
 
Now, your Honour, your Honour asked a question in relation to the – I wanted to go 45 
– take your Honour to one of the tax invoices, because your Honour asked a question 
about – your Honour asked Mr Gibian – or made an observation that all of the 
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expenses were – that were incurred in running the practice were reimbursed – and I 
will come and deal with that in a little bit more detail in a moment – but if I could 
ask your Honour to go to page 314 of the exhibit.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Which exhibit?   5 
 
MR DARAMS:   The – sorry, I apologise again.  The DRM-1.  Your Honour, I asked 
Dr Moffet about the entries on this tax invoice.  Now, the total collections for April, 
the figure there, that was the amount – his evidence was that was the amount 
collected from patients that he did work from.  10 
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  
 
MR DARAMS:   But it’s the lab fees which is the important part in this context, 
because they represented costs that were incurred in providing those services.  So 15 
even in respect of the work that was done by Dr Moffet, a component of costs was 
taken out of that before he was paid an amount of money.  That is, he paid a 
proportion – a share of the costs that were incurred in that work there.  And these 
were costs – seemed to be costs outside the broader costs that I’m going to come to 
in a moment in determining the overall profit of the practice.  So – so even if, in a 20 
minor respect, there are still costs that are coming out of the service fees that Dr 
Moffet was earning from doing the particular work – and that, in our submission, is a 
factor.  It’s not significant on its own, but it’s one factor in determining - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   So I think I’m being a bit slow.  25 
 
MR DARAMS:   No.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   He receives moneys from Dental Corporation.  
 30 
MR DARAMS:   Yes.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   The moneys he receives have taken off them expenses incurred in 
rendering those fees.  
 35 
MR DARAMS:   Yes.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Now, where I’m being a bit slow is why does that show that he’s 
still running his own business?   
 40 
MR DARAMS:   Yes, because then – your Honour has asked a direct question before 
about the – the expenses incurred in the – or shown in the tax returns.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes, that’s a different question.  
 45 
MR DARAMS:   It is a different question, because if – if the revenue – this part of 
the remuneration structure is indicative – so, for instance, if an employee was 
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working an hourly rate, etcetera, or providing some services, one wouldn’t expect the 
employee’s remuneration to then have expenses deducted from it before they were 
paid.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   I see.  5 
 
MR DARAMS:   That’s the proposition I’m putting to you, which is exactly what’s 
happening here when one is – if one focused merely on this as being the – the 
amount of pay, if you use the terminology for an employee, he’s actually having 
expenses taken out of that.  It’s paying a share of those expenses.  So that’s unlike an 10 
employment remuneration structure.  But the second aspect, your Honour, and 
perhaps most importantly that I wanted to highlight was the operation of this annual 
cash flow amount, because - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   So where – just on 314 - - -  15 
 
MR DARAMS:   Yes.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   - - - where does the figure of 43 per cent come from?   
 20 
MR DARAMS:   Sorry?   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Where does the figure of 43 per cent come from?   
 
MR DARAMS:   It comes from the services agreement.  25 
 
HIS HONOUR:   All right.  Which clause? 
 
MR DARAMS:   Schedule 2.  
 30 
HIS HONOUR:   Thank you.  I can look that up for myself.  I just wondered where it 
came from.  Now, you were taking me to annual cash flow.  
 
MR DARAMS:   Yes.  It’s the annual cash flow statement.  So if I can go to the 
services agreement.  So, your Honour, page 175 of exhibit DRM-1.  So – so if I 35 
could draw these to your Honour’s attention - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Page what?   
 
MR DARAMS:   Page 1.  The agreement starts at 175 - - -  40 
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  
 
MR DARAMS:   - - - of exhibit DRM-1.  
 45 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  
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MR DARAMS:   But page 179.  I draw your Honour’s attention to the definition of 
“annual cash flow”.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  
 5 
MR DARAMS:   And, your Honour, this – in effect, this definition – it’s effectively 
giving a figure for the profit of the practice for the relevant year.  And your Honour 
will note all of the things that are included in that, they’re not limited only to fees 
related to the work that the applicant was doing, or the services he was performing, 
but it was all other employees engaged in the practice.  And then your Honour will 10 
also see things like wages and salary, the amounts paid to them, in terms of the 
annual dental draw and the like.  All of those matters have been – are coming out of 
the – or included in determining what the figure is.   
 
And then the next paragraph I ask your Honour to go to is page 187.  And, your 15 
Honour, this is what has been called the – so in this part of the remuneration, you 
have a potential to earn a bonus.  Not unusual, I would proffer to add, in relation to 
senior employees.  One can expect that.  But the important thing which sets this 
apart, in my experience, and in my submission from an employee-type relationship, 
is the risk or the obligation to pay back an amount of money if the annual cash flow 20 
doesn’t achieve a particular level or value in a – in any particular year.  So not only 
do you have the potential to earn upside, you have the risk of the downside. 
 
And the evidence in this case is that, in fact, that’s what stung Dr Moffet in one year, 
and the only way one can understand his evidence about this is that this is the 25 
shortfall he’s referring to in one particular year, which he claimed as a deduction in 
his tax returns for the relevant year.  But I will come to that in a moment.  But this is 
the proposition that sets it apart from the employment-type relationship.  So you 
might have done all the work, but then because of – let’s say arguably – we don’t – 
we don’t accept it’s things outside his control, but because of other matters, you’re 30 
look – you’re liable to repay amounts of money.  And the court can’t ignore that part 
of the remuneration structure in assessing overall whether this is an employment 
relationship.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Just bear with me for a second.  Thank you.  35 
 
MR DARAMS:   Now, your Honour, I want to next deal with this context of this 
business being – continuing to be operated by Dr Moffet.  And deal with the 
questions about the expenses that were recorded in his tax returns in the relevant 
year.  40 
 
HIS HONOUR:   So is this your third proposition?   
 
MR DARAMS:   It’s – no, it’s built up in the second proposition.  As I said, there’s a 
number of - - -  45 
 
HIS HONOUR:   And the aspect is?   
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MR DARAMS:   The manner in which expenses were dealt with in his tax returns, in 
our submission, is a factor which supports or demonstrates that Dr Moffet was 
operating a business or enterprise outside Dental Corporation during the relevant 
engagement.  Now, your Honour, if I could ask you to go to, again, the transcript on 
– can I ask you to go to the transcript of yesterday at page – page 93, your Honour.  5 
And this is – I’m going to address a question you asked yesterday, which hasn’t, I 
don’t believe, been directly addressed, but there is evidence of all this.  Your 
Honour’s question at line 33 – or 32 – where your Honour says: 
 

A similar issue comes up on page 120.  On both pages there’s less deductions.  10 
Now, the evidence, with respect, was all over the place as to whether these 
deductions were deductions incurred in respect of the income derived from 
Dental Corporation or were express expenses incurred in respect of the 
conduct of a business of a dental surgeon, separate from Dental Corporation.  
And there was, at least in my mind, uncertainty as to whether or not these 15 
deductions were deductions for which reimbursement had been sought, and, if 
not, why not.  But that may be an overstatement  

 
So that – your Honour asked that question.  Could I then ask you to go back to 
transcript on day one, and go to page 30 at line 13.  As your Honour, I had a similar – 20 
when I was looking at the tax returns and I was looking at Dr Moffet’s evidence, I 
had a similar question to your Honour.  So at line 13, I introduce this by reference to 
paragraph 93 of his affidavit, his first affidavit.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  25 
 
MR DARAMS:   And I said here: 
 

So could I ask you this – perhaps I will do it this way:  if you go to paragraph 
93 of the first affidavit?---Yes.   30 

 
You say there, “I was reimbursed by the respondent for expenses incurred by 
me in connection with dentistry services.”  Now, did you understand when you 
incurred those expenses that – referring to them, you were reimbursed those 
expenses were there included or taken off the fees collected by the practice in 35 
order to give the cash flow statement?   

 
So that’s that definition I took your Honour to shortly – a short time ago.  And then 
line 34:   
 40 

Now, those amounts, referring to the evidence in the annexure, or the exhibit, 
sorry – DRM-1 – now, those amounts, do you accept that to the extent that you 
submitted those expenses to be paid, they were reimbursed by – 
reimbursed/paid by Dental Corporation during your engagement?---They were.   

 45 
Then could I ask you to go to page 41 of the transcript.  Just to give your Honour 
some context.  I will draw – what I’m going to draw your Honour’s attention to – at 
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the top of page 41.  Now, your Honour will see this line of questioning.  And so the 
first question I put at the top of the page is about the reimbursement that I asked him 
about: 
 

You’ve given some evidence – and I will come to them in a little bit more detail 5 
in a moment?---Sure.   

 
But you submitted expenses for costs you say were incurred?---Correct.   

 
Indeed, you were .....?---Indeed, I was, yes.   10 

 
You’re not saying those costs are reflected in here, are you?---No.   

 
Now, it’s in – and then I said – I put that question to him: 
 15 

No, because that would be double counting, or something along those lines, 
wouldn’t it?---It is.   

 
HIS HONOUR:   Now, in here is the tax returns.  Is that correct?   
 20 
MR DARAMS:   Correct.  So now what I need to do is give you context of what I’m 
talking about.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   All right.  
 25 
MR DARAMS:   So if you go back to page 40 of the transcript, at line 38.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  
 
MR DARAMS:   And then the exact reference – so we’re talking about the 2009 30 
year.  And that is on page 39 of the transcript.  This is where it’s picked up, because 
these are the expenses.  This is actually 120, the one that your Honour had raised.  So 
page 120 of the tender bundle: 
 

Could I ask you to go to 120.   35 
 
So that’s when the question is directly put, and that’s the context of it all.  So the 
applicant’s evidence – and there were similar questions put about latter years and the 
expenses.  The applicant’s evidence was the expenses he recorded in his tax returns 
were not expenses for which he was reimbursed by Dental Corporation.  They were 40 
expenses he incurred in earning that – that income that he identified in those 
particular tax returns.  So if we go to then, by way of example – so if I can ask you to 
go to exhibit – I think it’s R5 of the tender bundle.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   R5?   45 
 
MR DARAMS:   Yes.  Tender bundle.  
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HIS HONOUR:   R5.  I seem to be missing R5.  
 
MR DARAMS:   It’s that – it should be Spirax-bound.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   That’s right.  5 
 
MR DARAMS:   I think I used that.  So – now, page 120.  So we have here the two 
sources of income identified, being the professional fees from the Marsden in 
Victoria practice.  In respect of this year, I will turn up the transcript reference, but 
the evidence was that in respect of this taxation year, the one ended 3rd – 30 June 10 
2009, Dr Moffet said he was not operating for Victoria – Marsden in Victoria 
practice.  So this is some sort of income that had come in.  So to the extent that these 
expenses were legitimately incurred, they must have been incurred in earning that 
revenue from Dental Corporation.   
 15 
Now, one – one pauses – and this is ultimately his evidence, that these were the 
expenses he says he incurred.  One pauses and just makes this observation:  these are 
the type of expenses one might expect a sole trader, carrying on the business – or the 
type of business that Dr – which we say Dr Moffet was doing during this period of 
time.  And the business that we say he was carrying on independently was the 20 
business of providing the dentistry services, which included the actual dentistry work 
on patients, but broader than that, to Dental Corporation.  It’s no more complex than 
that.  And he has identified and submitted to the ATO, “Well, here are all the 
additional expenses I incurred in that operation of that business.”   
 25 
And I don’t say it’s wise to do it, but I look at my tax return as a barrister, and these 
are the types of things that no one would suggest, or has suggested to this date, that 
I’m not a sole trader providing my services.  And these are the types of expenses I 
incur in that type of business.  So if – if one is – and which we say the court must do 
– give weight to what Dr Moffet is saying here, they’re all consistent with an 30 
operation of a substantial business or enterprise, which is a salient question to 
determine in the characterisation of the relationship.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   So you say if you look at what he was doing under the service 
agreement - - -  35 
 
MR DARAMS:   Yes.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   - - - he was generating fees in the sum of 450-odd thousand dollars 
for that year.  40 
 
MR DARAMS:   Yes.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   For the expenses incurred pursuant to that agreement – sorry, for – 
for the purposes of that agreement, for generating that income - - -  45 
 
MR DARAMS:   Yes.  
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HIS HONOUR:   - - - he incurred expenses for which he was reimbursed, which are 
not referred to on page 120.  So unless there’s some double-dipping, and you say to 
find that somebody was deliberately double-dipping or misrepresenting things to the 
Commissioner of Taxation, there’s no evidence to support that sort of subterfuge 
going on.  You say the only other explanation for the legitimacy of those deductions, 5 
or some of them, is that he was doing something other than rendering services under 
the services agreement, namely, providing his own business.  
 
MR DARAMS:   Which included – this is the point – included the services he had 
contracted to provide to Dental Corporation.  So – so - - -  10 
 
HIS HONOUR:   I don’t like it.  
 
MR DARAMS:   The – the expenses – so I will come back one.  The expenses that 
were – the expenses that were incurred in conducting the practice under the services 15 
agreement, those expenses were taken into account in determining the annual cash 
flow amount.  They weren’t – other than the lab fees, which I took your Honour to, 
they weren’t taken off or deducted from this particular figure for this particular year.  
They weren’t taken off that.  That was the nature of the arrangement.  So the amount 
represented there was – when I say “there”, that’s the Dental Corporation amount – 20 
they were for the – in effect, the dental draw.  That was his evidence.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Well, these deductions, these expenses, are expenses which are not 
to be reimbursed under the services agreement.  
 25 
MR DARAMS:   No.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   They’re something else.  
 
MR DARAMS:   Correct.   30 
 
HIS HONOUR:   And unless there’s a fraud on the revenue, and you don’t say that, 
they’re expenses incurred for something else, namely, promoting your own business.  
 
MR DARAMS:   That’s our submission.  And that’s the way the court ought view 35 
this evidence, and generating this income – this business income.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   But he had sold his practice.  
 
MR DARAMS:   Sorry?   40 
 
HIS HONOUR:   He had sold his practice.  
 
MR DARAMS:   He had sold - - -  
 45 
HIS HONOUR:   And he was getting payments.  
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MR DARAMS:   He had sold the practice to a point.  The – what he had sold was the 
practice to a point, but he didn’t – and it was up to that point in time.  It didn’t 
prevent him from generating further goodwill or generating profits.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Well, there wasn’t any profit, other than that which was – sorry, 5 
there weren’t any other fees, other than those which had been disclosed to Dental 
Corporation.  
 
MR DARAMS:   That’s correct.  No, I accept that.   
 10 
HIS HONOUR:   So the only thing that he could be promoting was goodwill.  
 
MR DARAMS:   In incurring these expenses.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Incurring those – yes.  15 
 
MR DARAMS:   Yes.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   But he had sold goodwill.  
 20 
MR DARAMS:   Up to a point in time.  Can I take you to that – why I make that 
submission.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  Right.  
 25 
MR DARAMS:   If we go to the acquisition agreement.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Promoting his own business.  
 
MR DARAMS:   Yes. 30 
 
HIS HONOUR:   Expenses incurred.  Separate from service agreement.  What 
incurred in making money in developing goodwill.  
 
MR DARAMS:   The only – so - - -  35 
 
HIS HONOUR:   But goodwill is sold.  
 
MR DARAMS:   Only sold.  
 40 
HIS HONOUR:   Now, you want to go to the acquisition agreement.  
 
MR DARAMS:   Yes.  So it’s in exhibit DRM-1.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  Which clause?   45 
 
MR DARAMS:   Clause 20.  It’s on page 30.   
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HIS HONOUR:   Yes.   
 
MR DARAMS:   And we – we say that the intent of the covenants extracted here 
would - - -  
 5 
HIS HONOUR:   That’s 20.2?   
 
MR DARAMS:   20.2.  One in particular, 20.2(b), in relation to the – this is why I 
say he developed goodwill going forward, and was continuing to do that in relation 
to some of the other evidence, and I will come to that in a moment – two points.  One 10 
is that there was a line drawn in the sand in relation to which customers were 
protected.  They are those prior to the completion date, so not new customers who 
came after the particular date.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes. 15 
 
MR DARAMS:   The second point of that, your Honour, is that when one considers 
the vendor IP - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   “Who was at the time” – one moment.  (1).  Sorry.  Next.   20 
 
MR DARAMS:   Then vendor IP, page 7 - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Sorry.  Where are you looking at?   
 25 
MR DARAMS:   Still in the same agreement, but page 7 of the exhibit.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   All right.   
 
MR DARAMS:   So vendor IP is one of the assets that were sold.   30 
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.   
 
MR DARAMS:   “Vendor IP” is then defined on page 12 of the exhibit.   
 35 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  What am I looking at on page 7?   
 
MR DARAMS:   Sorry, the definition of “assets”.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes. 40 
 
MR DARAMS:   Being one of the assets that were sold.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  Being goodwill. 
 45 
MR DARAMS:   Goodwill was one of them, but then also vendor IP is another point 
I want to make.  So vendor IP was one of the assets that were sold.   
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HIS HONOUR:   Vendor IP, yes.   
 
MR DARAMS:   The definition of that is on page 12.  So subparagraph (a), “The 
business names used by the vendor in the practice set out in schedule 6 and all 
associated goodwill”, and then if one goes to schedule 6, and that’s at page 47.   5 
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes. 
 
MR DARAMS:   The name that was sold was Active Dental Parramatta and 
Parramatta Dental Clinic.  We didn’t see that.  10 
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes. 
 
MR DARAMS:   We say this is indicative or demonstrative of Dr Moffet continuing 
to promote his own personal name.  One example is if we go to the tender bundle, 15 
R5.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   So evidence of Dr Moffet promoting his own - - -  
 
MR DARAMS:   Name and his own personal goodwill.   20 
 
HIS HONOUR:   - - - personal name and goodwill.  Yes.   
 
MR DARAMS:   If we go to page 343 of exhibit R5 – 344, I apologise.   
 25 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes. 
 
MR DARAMS:   So your Honour has here the sign-off on the email.  We have 
“David Moffet’s Active Dental”, so it’s a different proposition.  So this is at the start 
or around the start of the first couple of years, 2009, and then “Dr David Moffet’s 30 
Active Dental” is still being used in 2014.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   So 344.  What’s the next page?  Go to 345, you say?   
 
MR DARAMS:   345, and at the bottom of that page, you see the email from “Jane, 35 
Active Dental”.  That’s his wife.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes. 
 
MR DARAMS:   Then over to page 346, at the bottom of the page, you then see 40 
“Regards, Jane,” and then you need to go over to 347.  Again, the sign-off continuing 
to be used and this is in 2014.  Then exhibit R4, your Honour will see that the 
evidence was that this was from the True Local website.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes. 45 
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MR DARAMS:   Your Honour could look through there, but there is no reference at 
all to anything like “Dental Corporation” or any of the like.  What we do have, we 
have “David Moffet Active Dental”, and your Honour will recall the questions – 
sorry, that I took Dr Moffet to page 6 of that exhibit.   
 5 
HIS HONOUR:   Page 6.  Yes. 
 
MR DARAMS:   Sorry, first, can you go to page 5.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes. 10 
 
MR DARAMS:   Around your Honour will see the entry there, the second entry on 
the page, under Jane L, under the circle – Dr Moffet accepted that was his wife.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes. 15 
 
MR DARAMS:   “Yes, I do work at Dr Moffet’s Active Dental.”  That’s one of the 
places at (b).  Then page 6, again, identifying Dr David Moffet with Active Dental, 
and then we have the Papaya Man’s complaint and Dr Moffet’s response, signed off 
by himself, which he gave evidence about at transcript page 85.  At the top of line 1, 20 
I’ve asked him some questions. 
 

So can you see there your comment –  
 

and that’s his comment that I’ve just taken your Honour to –  25 
 

“That’s what I’ve done”?---Yes.  Okay.  That’s what – what’s that businesses 
do, respond to negative comments, don’t they?   

 
HIS HONOUR:   Well, you seem to have two propositions.   30 
 
MR DARAMS:   Yes.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   And this is in support of your second proposition, that he was 
pursuing a business interest of his own.   35 
 
MR DARAMS:   Yes.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Part of that, you say, is if you look at the exhibit we’ve just been 
looking at in R5 and R4, you see him referring to “Dr David Moffet’s Active Dental” 40 
and not referring to the – well, not using or employing the names the subject of the 
definition, and not part of that which was sold;  and, secondly, you say, consistent 
with the fact that Dr Moffet was deliberately, intentionally – I’m trying to avoid the 
word “actively” – Dr Moffet was promoting his own business, and that is the only 
explanation for the deductions claimed at page 120.   45 
 
MR DARAMS:   Yes.   
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HIS HONOUR:   I would have thought that those propositions should have been put 
directly to Dr Moffatt, if you’re going to advance it.   
 
MR DARAMS:   Well, I believe I did.  In terms of the expenses being incurred - - -  
 5 
HIS HONOUR:   Did you actually say to him – I don’t recall you did – did you say 
to him, “Look, if they’re not expenses for Dental Corporation, they must be expenses 
for something else.  What I want to suggest to you is that they were expenses 
incurred by you in deliberately promoting goodwill under the name Dr David 
Moffet’s Active Dental.”  You didn’t go that far. 10 
 
MR DARAMS:   I didn’t put that direct question, no;  I accept that.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Well, let’s see how close you did get to putting it.   
 15 
MR DARAMS:   Sorry?   
 
HIS HONOUR:   How close did you get to putting it?   
 
MR DARAMS:   That all of those expenses - - -  20 
 
HIS HONOUR:   Were not Dental Corporation. 
 
MR DARAMS:   Sorry?   
 25 
HIS HONOUR:   Were not Dental Corporation.   
 
MR DARAMS:   Were not Dental Corporation, and they were in respect of earning 
that business income that’s identified in his tax returns.   
 30 
HIS HONOUR:   The $5000.   
 
MR DARAMS:   Sorry?   
 
HIS HONOUR:   The $5000.   35 
 
MR DARAMS:   No, it differed each year.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes, but for the one that we’re looking at - - -  
 40 
MR DARAMS:   Sorry, that’s that one year.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   He gave an explanation for that.  He said that was some carryover 
from what he was doing before.   
 45 
MR DARAMS:   What I was putting to him, which is the submission we make, is 
that those expenses were incurred in earning the business income that is identified 
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from the Dental Corporation aisle.  I think I might have confused your Honour.  
What we say is when one is considering this proposition of whether or not Dr Moffet 
was engaging in a business or enterprise, we say that he was.  A part of that 
enterprise or the income-generating part of that business or enterprise was the fees 
that he was being paid by Dental Corporation.  It’s no more complex than that.   5 
 
So, again, I will use my example as a barrister, because Dr Moffet here is operating 
as a sole trader.  The fees I render to a particular law firm or the like, I incur a whole 
lot of other expenses in operating my practice in order to generate those particular 
fees.   10 
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.   
 
MR DARAMS:   So, as a sole trader, they’re the types of expenses that one would 
consider would happen.  15 
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  But you’re not promoting yourself as anything other than a 
barrister who’s incurring fees.   
 
MR DARAMS:   Yes.   20 
 
HIS HONOUR:   Your proposition is that Mr Moffet was promoting a separate 
business activity – his own, separate and distinct from Dental Corporation and what 
he had to provide to them. 
 25 
MR DARAMS:   Yes.  And part of that business – part of his business - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   You should have put that to him directly.  The rule is just a rule of 
fairness.  If you were going to make that submission, you should have put it to him 
directly, I think, and you should have been saying to him, with R4 and R5, “Look, 30 
when you were using ‘Dr David Moffet’s Active Dental’, you were deliberately 
doing something separate from what you had sold to Dental Corporation”, and you 
didn’t. 
 
MR DARAMS:   I didn’t put that question, no.  Your Honour is right;  I didn’t put 35 
that question.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   There was some cross-examination, though, about the use of those 
names.  I just can’t recall it.   
 40 
MR DARAMS:   Sorry, your Honour?   
 
HIS HONOUR:   There was some cross-examination about the use of the name “Dr 
David Moffatt’s Active Dental”.   
 45 
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MR DARAMS:   I don’t recall it being any more detailed than about the use of it 
during the engagement and about those particular documents I’ve taken your Honour 
to.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Well, I will think about it, but I must say, in fairness to Mr Moffet, 5 
if you’re going to make that submission, I would have thought you would have to put 
him to directly.  But I will have to think about that further.   
 
MR DARAMS:   My submission is, your Honour, is if one looks at what has been 
presented in this period of time to the ATO, the types of expenses, how they’re 10 
identified, they’re identified referable back to a dental surgeon or business rent price, 
our submission is that, when one is considering whether someone is operating a 
business or enterprise in the relevant sense – when I say “the relevant sense”, for this 
consideration of determining the totality of the relationship - - -  
 15 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes. 
 
MR DARAMS:   - - - and, in this case, the court is not required to go any further than 
considering:  well, Dr Moffet has identified that he was operating a business as a 
dental surgeon.  He had generated income from doing or undertaking that business.  20 
For a period of time, the only amount of income in respect of that business he was 
operating was in respect of dental draw paid to him by Dental Corporation.  He has 
claimed a large number of deductions or a number of deductions that he says were 
referable in respect of the business income that had been generated. 
 25 
In our submission, that is a sufficient basis for the court to find that, independent of 
Dental Corporation, Dr Moffet was, despite the sale of the practice previously, still 
continuing to operate or pursue a business or enterprise, in the context of which 
that’s considered in the characterisation, the characterisation of whether he’s an 
employee or not.  That’s our submission we make in relation to how the authorities 30 
make that assessment.  Because the other question that then follows from that in the 
way that they’ve been treating the deductions is:  what were those deductions for?   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Well, the totality of the relationship, you say – and it may be a 
question of simply how you characterise it, but the totally of the relationship is that, 35 
at the same time as he was discharging his obligations to your client, he was actively 
promoting his own business interests.   
 
MR DARAMS:   Yes – actively doing that, but also operating his own business, and 
part of that business - - -  40 
 
HIS HONOUR:   Operating a business which didn’t generate any income.   
 
MR DARAMS:   It did.  It’s the income that Dental Corporation paid to him, the 
dental draw.  That’s a part of his business.  That’s what he has identified in his tax 45 
returns.  That’s what he has claimed over and above - - -  
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HIS HONOUR:   I will think about it.  I don’t like it, but you may be right. 
 
MR DARAMS:   That’s the submission we make about that.  It’s not - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Sometimes first impressions are wrong, so - - -  5 
 
MR DARAMS:   Well, we want your Honour to understand that’s how we put the 
proposition on the tax returns.  Your Honour, the other couple of matters that are 
relevant to this, we say - - -  
 10 
HIS HONOUR:   So which of the five propositions are we up to now?   
 
MR DARAMS:   Sorry, I’m still on the second proposition, but I think I’ve dealt 
with the third proposition in dealing with these expenses.   
 15 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.   
 
MR DARAMS:   These other two points are not significant, but again, they are, in 
the context, relevant.   
 20 
HIS HONOUR:   How much longer – there’s no constraint on you, Mr Darams.  
How much longer will you be?   
 
MR DARAMS:   I hope to only be perhaps 20 minutes, 25 minutes.   
 25 
HIS HONOUR:   Okay.  Mr Gibian, how long will you be in reply, roughly?   
 
MR GIBIAN:   I don’t think extremely long for the moment.  Your Honour did ask 
me a couple of matters that I would need to follow up.   
 30 
HIS HONOUR:   No, you can follow up.  I’m just wondering.  It has been a long 
morning.  We kicked off at 9.  Does everyone want just a short adjournment for 10 
minutes to draw breath and then come back?   
 
MR GIBIAN:   I’m sorry, 10 minutes, your Honour?   35 
 
HIS HONOUR:   10 minutes, yes, and then we can come back and - - -  
 
MR GIBIAN:   I’m in the court’s hands.   
 40 
HIS HONOUR:   Even if it means that we will probably sit till 1.30 or something 
like or that or 1 o’clock or thereabouts.  Is that - - -  
 
MR GIBIAN:   I have nothing to odd to that.   
 45 
HIS HONOUR:   I just sit here;  you’re the ones doing the work.   
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MR DARAMS:   If we took a short break, that would - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Why don’t we adjourn till 12.30.   
 
MR DARAMS:   May it please.   5 
 
HIS HONOUR:   And then come back and then we will sit for another half-hour, 
three-quarters of an hour or thereabouts.  Is that inconvenient to the transcript?  All 
right.  We will just adjourn until 12.30.   
 10 
 
ADJOURNED [12.19 pm] 
 
 
RESUMED [12.36 pm] 15 
 
 
HIS HONOUR:   Sorry.  That was a bit longer than I thought. 
 
MR DARAMS:   So, your Honour, we say this:  from the taxation returns in the 20 
evidence, we say that the inference arises or the evidence is that Dr Moffet, during 
the engagement period, was operating a business or enterprise of a dental surgeon.  
The income of that business or enterprise during the period of engagement with the 
respondent was largely derived from – and perhaps wholly in number of years – fees 
paid by the respondent.  But that does not preclude the proposition that Dr Moffet 25 
was pursuing a business or enterprise independently during that period of time, and 
support of that, we say that he has identified a number of expenses that he has 
incurred in generating - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Sorry – that doesn’t preclude a proposition that Dr Moffet was 30 
pursuing what?   
 
MR DARAMS:   That the moneys wholly or substantially came from there doesn’t 
preclude the proposition or a finding that he was pursuing a business or enterprise 
independently of Dental Corporation, because we say that the fees that he was 35 
getting from Dental Corporation were part of the business or enterprise that he was 
operating.  That’s what he was doing as a dental surgery.  He was providing his 
services as a sole trader to Dental Corporation.  Some of those services, and a 
majority of them, were obviously performing dental work, but he was also providing 
other services to Dental Corporation.   40 
 
HIS HONOUR:   “As part of the fees paid by Dental Corporation included” - - -  
 
MR DARAMS:   The actual dentistry work.   
 45 
HIS HONOUR:   - - - “dentistry work, which was part of the separate enterprise”.   
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MR DARAMS:   He provided his services to the Dental Corporation, and he was 
paid for providing those services.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  And part of the fees - - -  
 5 
MR DARAMS:   The income Dental Corporation paid him was part of his business 
or enterprise.  That’s what he was pursuing.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Included - - -  
 10 
MR DARAMS:   Which he was pursuing as a sole trader in this period of time during 
the engagement.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Sorry.  I see.  The penny has just dropped. 
 15 
MR DARAMS:   Sorry, your Honour.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Sorry, I can put that more precisely.  The penny has just dropped.   
 
MR DARAMS:   That’s what we’re saying, that part of his business in this period of 20 
time was earning that money from Dental Corporation.  He has identified the 
expenses he has incurred in that business or enterprise in his tax returns, and the last 
thing I wanted to say – and I will come to one of these expenses in a moment, but the 
identification of David Moffet Active Dental, your Honour, that’s a separate issue 
that we say is just further support of the business.   25 
 
HIS HONOUR:   Sorry, the penny has just dropped.  Thank you.  Sorry to take so 
long.   
 
MR DARAMS:   No.  It seemed to be clear in my head, but I suspect it wasn’t 30 
coming out clearly, and I apologise for that.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Nothing is clear in my head.   
 
MR DARAMS:   Could I ask you now, your Honour, to go to R5, the tender bundle, 35 
and to go to page 255, and I promise I will move on from the tax returns in a 
moment, but I just wanted to say one thing about them.  Again, it’s further support 
for the proposition that he’s pursuing his own independent business at this time.  
Obviously, there were business expenses – for instance, I took to you the example of 
depreciation and the like of the equipment, but here we see the claim for the Dental 40 
Corp income adjustment. 
 
Again, your Honour, this is related to the remuneration structure that I opened up 
with, that not only did Dr Moffet, in conducting his business, have the benefit of the 
upside, some profit, but he also had the risk of the downside, and that’s what he has 45 
recorded here as an expense of his business, being a loss or a downside in this 
particular year.  Again, this just another factor, we say, that is demonstrative of the 
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fact that, during the engagement, he was pursuing his own independent business or 
enterprise, and again, it’s just but one factor to take into account.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   And had it been the sole business, being the Dental Corporation 
business, it wouldn’t have been a deduction.   5 
 
MR DARAMS:   Sorry, your Honour?   
 
HIS HONOUR:   It would not have been a deduction.   
 10 
MR DARAMS:   If he was an employee, it would not have been a deduction at all;  
that’s the point.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.   
 15 
MR DARAMS:   But because he has deducted it, he has identified it, “This is a 
business I I’ve been running and I’ve incurred a loss in that respect” – that’s how 
he’s identifying it, and he wouldn’t have been able to do that as an employee, in my 
submission.   
 20 
Now, on this last matter on this aspect of continuing to run a business – it’s this 
general proposition that – and could I ask to you go to the transcript of the first day at 
page 38 and just draw you to line 37.  What I was doing here – not the first sentence 
which is all garbled, and I apologise, but:  
 25 

Just thinking back now and looking at this, the information presented on this 
page of your tax return – and I will come to identify the page in a moment – do 
you recall, in the years preceding your engagement with Dental Corporation, 
whether you completed tax returns, say, for example, the period for the year 
ending 30 June 2017, where you carried out similar or include similar 30 
information in your tax returns?---I assume I would have, yes.   
 

The page we’re talking about is identified on page 37 of the transcript at line 37.  I 
won’t take your Honour to it now but I just highlight, that’s these expenses and 
deductions we’re talking about.  So the evidence is that, before the engagement, he 35 
was recording, in relation to the income he was receiving from the Victorian 
Marsden Street practice, is the evidence, he was collecting or organising his affairs in 
the same manner.  Related to that proposition, your Honour, is the evidence that he 
gave at page 62 of the transcript, starting at page 62.   
 40 
HIS HONOUR:   Sorry, 62?   
 
MR DARAMS:   Yes, 62, line 1.  Again, I’m asking him questions here now about 
how he has used his personal ABN and BAS, or preparing BAS, business activity 
statements, and I asked him: 45 
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Can you recall how many years before you were engaged with the respondent 
you were issuing tax invoices under that – using that ABN –  
 

being his personal ABN.   
 5 

For as long as they were required. 
 

And the next few questions are all directed to him using it.  So he’s using initially tax 
invoices under his ABN, and he was also preparing BAS in the period before his 
engagement with the respondent.  You see that in line 18 on page 62.   10 
 
So the submission I put, your Honour, is that this is not a circumstance where, as a 
consequence merely of his engagement by the respondent, that the applicant went out 
and obtained an ABN and started preparing BAS because of it.  What we say the 
evidence demonstrates is that he was organising his business affairs before the 15 
engagement, his taxation and business affairs, using an ABN, issuing tax invoices.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Well, he’s obliged to do that.   
 
MR DARAMS:   Sorry?   20 
 
HIS HONOUR:   He was required to do that.   
 
MR DARAMS:   He was, but what I’m saying, your Honour, is there was no change 
throughout the engagement.  Your Honour asked a question on the first day to my 25 
learned friend Mr Gibian, and I think it’s at about page 9 - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   So what, that he continues after 2007 using the same ABN?   
 
MR DARAMS:   It is consistent with the fact that he was operating a business or 30 
enterprise before, during and after the engagement.  That’s the submission.  It’s just 
another matter that we say is part of the relevant circumstances, your Honour.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   I don’t think that’s your best point.   
 35 
MR DARAMS:   No.  It wouldn’t be, and I wouldn’t describe it as my best jolt or my 
best point.  It’s another factor.  Your Honour had identified it on the first day, put the 
question to Mr Gibian, that he sold his business and nothing changed.  And Mr 
Gibian said, “No, it’s the reverse.”  We say:  no, the evidence is nothing changed.  
He sold his practice for an amount of money, but continued operating his business or 40 
enterprise that he had before selling the practice during the engagement and 
continued operating a business or enterprise after the engagement with the 
respondent.  That’s the point that we make of that.  Again, it’s another factual 
circumstance, your Honour, and it’s relevant to this proposition, and if I could ask 
your Honour to go to Tattsbet v Morrow now.  Tab 12 in the authorities, your 45 
Honour.   
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HIS HONOUR:   Yes.   
 
MR DARAMS:   This is the Federal Court Report page 63.  It’s paragraph 70, so the 
decision of Jessup J.  We’ve referred to these paragraphs in our - - -  
 5 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes, I’ve read this before. 
 
MR DARAMS:   So it’s paragraph 70, and over the top of the page – well, the last 
part of paragraph 70, and I pick up the last sentence of that paragraph:   
 10 

These observations are made, of course, in the context of the present case, 
where there’s no suggestion that the respondent’s participation in the GST 
system –  
 

we say the broader taxation regulation –  15 
 

did not reflect his own conscious well-informed intentions.   
 

We say those observations apply, and then what his Honour observed in paragraph 
71, nothing tokenistic about – here it’s limited only to the GST, but we say, more 20 
broadly, how the applicant has corresponded or organised his affairs with the 
Commissioner of Taxation during the relevant period of time as well.  Nothing 
tokenistic about that, and all of these –  as I indicate here, that it would be unusual 
that this would arise or these ways that Dr Moffet had organised his affairs, it would 
be unusual that this would have arisen because of some mistaken position on his own 25 
behalf. 
 
That’s why we say it’s relevant that he organised his affairs before the engagement 
when he was a sole trader, he organised them in the same way during the 
engagement and he organised them in the same way after the engagement.  The – a 30 
last couple of points, your Honour.  Your Honour, I haven’t – it’s not included in the 
– two minor points first.  Your Honour was asked a question of Mr Gibian about 
dismissing employees, and the like.  Could I ask your Honour to have regard to the 
applicant’s evidence in his first affidavit, at page – or paragraph 42.   
 35 
HIS HONOUR:   Where do I find them.  
 
MR DARAMS:   So it’s at page 6 of the affidavit, paragraph 42.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   No, no.  I’ve just lost the affidavits, that’s all.  Yes, the first 40 
affidavit.  
 
MR DARAMS:   Yes.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Which paragraph?  Which paragraph? 45 
 
MR DARAMS:   Paragraph 42.  
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HIS HONOUR:   Thank you.  
 
MR DARAMS:   You see in paragraph – I draw your attention to paragraph – 
subparagraph (d).  He says one of his duties and responsibilities:   
 5 

Managing, recruiting and dismissing employees of the practice.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Got – I’ve got the wrong affidavit, I think.  
 
MR DARAMS:   Yes.  It’s the first one.  10 
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  Thank you.  
 
MR DARAMS:   So he actually says that that’s what he was doing.  And then there 
is some evidence of that type – of that nature, if one goes to page – of the exhibit, 15 
DRM-1 - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  Which page?   
 
MR DARAMS:   295 and – 295, 296 and 297.  Now, they are some – it’s not – it 20 
may not be determinative one way or the other, but it’s some evidence of Dr Moffet 
doing these particular steps, in terms of dismissing.  Clearly on Dental Corporation 
letterhead - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  25 
 
MR DARAMS:   - - - at that stage.  In one context, it might be viewed as something, 
as Mr Gibian indicated, that Dental Corporation was the actual employer.  It was, one 
might say, legally or technically required to terminate the employment.  But for all 
intents and purposes, the decision was being made here, as Dr Moffet said, by him.  30 
And the other contextual matter, your Honour, is that, as we’ve identified through the 
annual cash flow figure, that is, that the amount by which he could have received a 
bonus or profit share or, if it didn’t hit the particular target, which he was liable for 
the downfall, the cost and expenses of these employees was borne – or the risk of it 
was borne by Dr Moffet.   35 
 
So whilst he might technically have not been the employer, consistent with the 
overall intent of the engagement between he and the respondent, he was responsible, 
in almost every sense, for the employees.  And, as we said, for the financial liability 
in respect of the employees, if not directly, definitely, or at least indirectly, through 40 
the risk he agreed to and took on in relation to the annual cash flow.  Again, 
circumstances which are unlike an employment relationship.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  But each of the letters, 295 - - -  
 45 
MR DARAMS:   Yes.  
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HIS HONOUR:   - - - 296 and 297 are not only on the letterhead of Dental 
Corporation, but are expressed in terms of “we”.  So it’s a decision being taken - - -  
 
MR DARAMS:   Yes.  
 5 
HIS HONOUR:   - - - not by Dr Moffet unilaterally, and, indeed, the letter in 296, 
you can’t get much clearer.  
 
MR DARAMS:   Yes.   
 10 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  I don’t - - -  
 
MR DARAMS:   Well, by itself - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   You wouldn’t expect anything else, actually.  Whether he was an 15 
employee or an independent contractor, he was the one running the show - - -  
 
MR DARAMS:   Yes.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   - - - because he was the practice principal.  20 
 
MR DARAMS:   That’s correct.  But the difference – the difference between, say, 
the employment relationship, is that, as I’ve indicated before - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  25 
 
MR DARAMS:   - - - the risks associated for Dr Moffet in relation to these 
employees, he bore that risk, not financially – well, financially.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  30 
 
MR DARAMS:   That’s the difference.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  
 35 
MR DARAMS:   Your Honour, two last things.  One is the – the last broad point 
before I get to the resignation – and this is the issue – if your Honour, at the end of 
all of this, is in the position where you’re still unclear, one way or the other – and our 
submission is your Honour won’t - - -  
 40 
HIS HONOUR:   So this is your fourth proposition.  
 
MR DARAMS:   The fourth proposition, yes.  Then we say that this is the 
circumstance – or that is the circumstance where the court can, and it is necessary to 
go to the agreement of the parties in this context.  And could I hand – not in the 45 
book, but I’ve got a copy of it.  It’s the – it is referred to in our submissions.  It’s the 
AMP v Chaplin case.  
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HIS HONOUR:   Thank you.  Which paragraph?   
 
MR DARAMS:   It’s page 389 of the decision, at about line 36.  But could I just ask 
you to go to page 388 of the report at – the numbers aren’t on here, but it’s about 
point 9 of the page.  Your Honour will see at about point 8, it says: 5 
 

A written agreement is a principal, though not only, source of the information 
as to the nature of the contractual relationship between the parties.   

 
And then the next paragraph, 3: 10 
 

The relationship between the society and yourself is that of principal and agent 
and not that of master and servant.   

 
And then over to page 389 - - -  15 
 
HIS HONOUR:   Wait there.  Yes.  
 
MR DARAMS:   Yes.  I just wanted to say that’s what they said.  
 20 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  
 
MR DARAMS:   And then we’re back at line 36 on page 389.  It said: 
 

Clearly, clause 3, which if it stood alone would be conclusive in favour of the 25 
society, cannot receive effect according to its terms if they contradict the effect 
of the agreement as a whole.   

 
Again, that’s - - -  
 30 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  
 
MR DARAMS:   - - - uncontroversial: 
 

Nevertheless, their Lordships attach importance to clause 3 and they consider 35 
that the following statement of Lord Denning in Massey v Crown Life correctly 
states the way in which it can properly be used.  The law, as I see it, is this:  if 
the true relationship of the parties is that of master and servant under a 
contract of service, the parties cannot alter the truth of that relationship by 
putting a different label on it.  On the other hand, if the relationship is 40 
ambiguous and is capable of being one or the other, ie, either service or 
agency, then the parties can remove that ambiguity by the very agreement 
itself, which they may make with another, the agreement itself then becomes the 
best material from which to gather the true relationship between them.   

 45 
So that – the point we make is this overall proposition.  We say you don’t get there, 
because consistent with the contract, the terms and the relationship – the totality of 
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the relationship, it’s a non-employment relationship.  But even if there was some 
ambiguity, and there was some concern of the court, then the court then has regard to 
what the parties have said in the services agreement.  And that becomes the basis 
upon which a court concludes that this is not an employment relationship.  Your 
Honour, the last matter - - -  5 
 
HIS HONOUR:   Is the resignation.  
 
MR DARAMS:   The resignation.  And, really, we – we – the points we make about 
this, we say there’s no satisfactory or proper evidence of the alleged injury that is 10 
sought to be relied upon that the applicant is said to have been suffering at November 
– or as at 21 November 2014.  That’s the first point.  Second, and related to that, is 
there’s no evidence that it could be said of that injury that would have compelled a 
reasonable person – sorry, that no evidence of any injury such that a reasonable 
person would have felt compelled to have terminated.  If we’re talking about long 15 
service leave, the court is now considering the employment relationship. 
 
So I will use that terminology, and not because we’re conceding it, felt compelled to 
have terminated the employment.  We’re just observing Dr Moffet could have called 
evidence from his psychologist and has not done so.  So the court can’t, but would 20 
only be left to speculate as to whether or not any injury that he was – or 
psychological injury he was operating under, or suffering under, was of the nature 
that a reasonable person would have terminated their relationship. 
 
The second aspect is that there’s no – sorry, the second point – third point, there’s no 25 
evidence of any other circumstances that could justify finding that, objectively 
viewed, the applicant was harassed or bullied.  He made some comments and 
observations about how he felt, but none of that goes anywhere near evidence that 
the court could be satisfied that he was harassed or bullied.   
 30 
The third point about all of this, your Honour, is that if, in fact, Dr Moffet had been 
harassed and bullied, why is it that he didn’t take the steps to bring the relationship to 
an end at the time that that conduct was occurring.  And one only needs to look at the 
evidence – Dr Moffet’s evidence about this as for the, sort of, temporal nature.  And, 
your Honour, could I ask you to go to Dr Moffet’s evidence.  And it’s at page 12 of 35 
his first affidavit.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  
 
MR DARAMS:   And I don’t wish to – I just wish to draw your Honour’s attention.  40 
The evidence starts at paragraph 110.  And it just consists of a – some statements of 
things that had happened throughout February.  Some of them about input into 
refurbishment, through to March 2014.  And then a conversation with Mr Towell.  
Then a conversation at paragraph 20 with Mr – Dr Tsolakis.  And then evidence in 
paragraph 120 that he went overseas.  And then back – paragraph 126, events not – 45 
in March 2014.  127, 128, in March.  And then – continue over the page – all these in 
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March, May.  And some of these are negotiations in relation to further terms or 
agreement.   
 
And then the evidence at paragraph 140, further discussion with Mr Bonham.  And 
then paragraph 141 is the proposal we took him to – I took Dr Moffet to in cross-5 
examination.  And then the next evidence is, other than this bald paragraph, which 
we’ve made some submissions about, in paragraph 142, 143 where he says he 
resigns.  I mean, if – just think about it.  If he was being harassed and he was being 
bullied, where is the evidence of it?  It seems to have occurred at some stage before 
August 2014.  It was - - -  10 
 
HIS HONOUR:   Well, the evidence is to be found at paragraphs 110 to 144.  
 
MR DARAMS:   Sorry, a hundred and – if there is to be any evidence of - - -  
 15 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  
 
MR DARAMS:   That – that’s my point.  Which one is entitled to then ask:  if that 
stops on the factual matters to – clearly, a number of these things can’t have been – 
give rise to any allegation of bullying.  So if one takes 139:   20 
 

I attended a dinner with Dr Khouri.   
 
I mean, no court can be satisfied that that constituted any bullying.  It’s not said it 
did.  My point I’m making, your Honour, is that there’s nothing – there’s no 25 
evidence between August and November.  And the point I’m submitting is that if 
there was such conduct that was bullying or harassment, on this evidence, it’s – it 
ceased before August.  And if it was of such conduct a reasonable person would be 
compelled to terminate, why did the termination not happen before then.   
 30 
So our proposition and our submission is that the real reason is that Dr Moffet, from 
August 2014, a different agreement was being proposed – and these matters were put 
to him in cross-examination – a different agreement was being proposed.  He was not 
interested in the particular agreement.  He had done his time with Dental Corporation 
and had decided that he would – he didn’t want to continue with the organisation.  35 
And the court, in our submission, won’t be satisfied, on the evidence, that the reason 
he, least of all a reason that would have compelled a reasonable person to have 
terminated their employment, was that he had suffered some injury or that he was 
bullied or harassed, or there was any other - - -  
 40 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  
 
MR DARAMS:   - - - unidentified pressing necessity.  That’s our point.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Thank you, Mr Darams.  45 
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MR DARAMS:   Your Honour, I just want to draw your Honour’s attention to one 
last observation of the Chief Justice in Tattsbet.  And that’s – which is a matter that, 
when your Honour is doing the overall consideration of all of the circumstances – 
and I just draw your – so it’s tab 12 in Tattsbet v Morrow, the Chief Justice at 
paragraph 5.  So what – we just draw your Honour’s attention to what the Chief 5 
Justice has said in that paragraph, because we say that that is a matter which would 
accurately describe the circumstances of Dr Moffet in this case.  That is, clearly, the 
evidence demonstrated he had a large degree of independence.  And that’s 
something, as a sole trader, that he had bargained for, in respect of his engagement 
with the respondent.  And in – that overall proposition is something when your 10 
Honour is considering the totality would take into account.  
 
HIS HONOUR:   All right.  Thank you.  
 
MR DARAMS:   May it please.   15 
 
HIS HONOUR:   Now, is it still okay that the transcript continue on for a bit?  Thank 
you.  Yes, Mr Gibian.  
 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes.  Thank you.  Your Honour, just in terms of the order in which 20 
matters arose, your Honour raised an issue as to whether or not any credit issue was 
sought to be raised by the respondent.  And as I understood my learned friend, he did 
say that, perhaps, but in respect of the reasons for resignation, I suppose.  I don’t 
know whether that means that there was no submission in relation to the cross-
examination of the vacation issue, which I think was the one that your Honour 25 
particularly raised.  In case there is, can I just make these observations:  the questions 
in cross-examination in that respect started at page 60.  And all that happened at page 
– sorry, page 54, first of all.  All that happened at page 54 of the transcript was that 
around line 5 Dr Moffet was asked: 
 30 

If I said to you that at least in 2011 you had 15 weeks’ vacation, that sounds 
about right?   

 
And he says: 
 35 

No, I don’t recall that.   
 
He’s then shown a document, which was R2, I think, which referred to that.  And 
then he acquiesced in that – that’s what it said.  I wanted to point out that that 
document, which was then shown to – which was at that point shown to him in cross-40 
examination.  He was later asked about the derivation of that document on – at page 
60, line - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   No, that’s not – that’s not the point.  As I understand what 
Mr Darams is putting, is he says that only comes up in the question of termination.  45 
 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes.  
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HIS HONOUR:   He says Dr Moffet comes along and says, “I was bullied.”  He 
says, “Well, look at the evidence provided by Mr Moffet.  Nothing there constitutes 
bullying.”  And he says – of present relevance, he says, “Well, his evidence” – to use 
the expression I used – “his evidence, in some respects, is a bit cute.”  An obvious 
example is he’s asked about whether he took 15 weeks’ holiday in one particular 5 
year.  I would have thought, if you took 15 weeks’ in any year, you would say, 
“Yes.”  But Mr Moffet equivocated.  And I thought that was a bit cute.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes.  Well, I was just wanting to – I don’t think it was suggested it 
was - - -  10 
 
HIS HONOUR:   And to the extent that - - -  
 
MR GIBIAN:   Sorry.   
 15 
HIS HONOUR:   And he says, to the extent that there’s a reservation about his 
evidence, take that into account when you’re looking at whether you accept his 
statement that he was bullied and that was the reason why he quit.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   I will come to the - - -  20 
 
HIS HONOUR:   It’s as simple as that.  
 
MR GIBIAN:   I will come to the resignation in a moment.  But I do submit that the 
answer – when he was asked about 2011, and I don’t think it was suggested it was a 25 
15-week vacation, but 15 weeks of vacation, not necessarily in one go, as it were.  
He was asked that.  He said he didn’t recall.  He was then shown a document.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   And that’s my point.  I just found it a bit surprising, as I did with 
some other aspects of his evidence.   30 
 
MR GIBIAN:   Well, I just wanted to point out that that document, he later said when 
asked at page 60, line 28 or so, was one that was prepared and available in 2013, so 
it’s not something that was necessarily at the forefront of his mind when he was 
initially asked that. 35 
 
HIS HONOUR:   But it was repeated in 2017.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   I’m sorry?   
 40 
HIS HONOUR:   It was repeated in later web page in 2017.  Another example is he 
generated whatever it was, the sum of money, 1.8 million in 35 weeks, as part of the 
negotiations.  He said, “Well, I wanted to reduce my work to three hours.”   It was 
put in cross-examination, “Well, if you can earn 1.8 million in 35 weeks, you can 
earn half that, namely, your 900,000, being the figure agreed upon, in half that 45 
amount of time.  And if it takes you four days at 35 weeks to earn 1.8, it takes you 
less time to earn half the amount of money if you’re going to work three days.”  And 
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he said, “Well, I don’t see why that’s so”, and he never satisfactorily explained to me 
why.  If you earn $100,000 in one week, you can earn $200,000 in two weeks, and 
all that he was being asked about was, “Well, use your own figures and divide it by 
two and you can do it comfortably”, and he said, “I don’t see that that follows.”   
Well, quite frankly, I thought that was a bit cute too.   5 
 
MR GIBIAN:   Well, I think, in that respect, he did refer to the change in the 
economic conditions.  I think that’s - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  No.  There’s just an uneasy feeling as to the way in which I 10 
should assess Mr Moffet’s evidence, and I have said it three times previously and I 
will repeat it again, but not keep going on about it:  courts are very hesitant to make 
adverse findings as to credit unless it’s necessary to do so.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes.  Well, as I say, it won’t surprise your Honour to know that my 15 
submission is that there wouldn’t be a basis to do so, and your Honour wouldn’t - - -   
 
HIS HONOUR:   You may be about that.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   - - - and certainly not on the vacation issue.  For someone to be asked 20 
and to say they don’t recall and then to be reminded by reference to a document that 
was produced some years prior is not a basis to - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   And you just simply say an unease shouldn’t translate, once you go 
back and look at the evidence – uneasiness or present uneasiness should not translate 25 
into an adverse finding.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   Indeed.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   But that comes with the job.   30 
 
MR GIBIAN:   There were questions in relation to the lab fees component which is 
reduced from the – and I think by reference to page 314 within the exhibit.  I just 
wanted to point out that the witness had explained what that was at page 34 of the 
transcript, line 20 to 30, and it’s dental appliances, in short, that were used in the 35 
treatments that he did.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   I think he said dentures and things like that.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   Yes.  In relation to the expenses issue – I think that’s one matter that 40 
I was going to provide a note on.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Right.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   But the relevance of the expenses recorded on the tax return would 45 
be if it demonstrated the operation of the person’s own business, but I think as 
ultimately it landed, it was accepted that the only work that he was doing to generate 
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income was the work with Dental Corporation, which, by reason of the sale and 
acquisition, was not his business.  So, that is, the expenses issue might have some 
relevance in this consideration to the extent that it showed the person was somehow 
conducting some separate and independent business, but that’s not the situation that 
pertained in the present situation, so it doesn’t take the respondent very far.   5 
 
My learned friend then said, when it was pointed out that the practice had been sold, 
that it had been sold up to a point, and with respect, then referred to one part of the 
restraint provision in clause 20.2 of the acquisition agreement, (b), that referred to 
soliciting and the like persons who were a customer of the practice prior to the 10 
completion date.  He didn’t refer to (c) which followed it, which was a more general 
obligation to interfere with the relationship between the patient and the customers, 
employees, etcetera, of the practice, or the obligation or the provisions of the services 
agreement, particularly clause 10, which gave ownership of patient records and other 
materials and the like, both acquired under the dental practice acquisition agreement 15 
and subsequently produced by or on behalf of the practice of the principal. 
 
So, in terms of the work that he subsequently did, the patient records and the 
intellectual property and the like that were generated by the work he did under the 
services agreement were property of Dental Corporation rather than evidencing the 20 
operation of his own business.  To the extent that there was reliance what appears in 
the tender bundle, exhibit R5, pages 344 and 345, and the True Local entry to David 
Moffet’s Active Dental – again, Dental Corporation had acquired that business name.  
With respect to the True Local website, Dr Moffet was unable to say, and 
unsurprisingly so, when it was created in any event, so it’s unclear whether it was 25 
created before or after the acquisition.  It continued to exist, but in circumstances in 
which Dental Corporation was using that name.   
 
So far as the taxation arrangements are concerned – my learned friend referred to 
Tattsbet v Morrow at 70 to 71.  There’s some contending authority in relation to the 30 
weight to be given to these matters in Ace Insurance v Trifunovski.   Buchanan J, 
with whom the other members of the court agreed – it’s under tab 6 – at paragraph 37 
said - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Sorry, what’s this?  That’s Ace, sorry.   35 
 
MR GIBIAN:   Sorry, Ace Insurance.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  Which paragraph?   
 40 
MR GIBIAN:   37.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Thank you.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   He said:  45 
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It is also difficult, in my view, to give much independent weight to 
arrangements about taxation, even matters of insurance cover and 
superannuation.  These are reflections of a view by one or both that the 
relationship is or is not one of employment and little weight to be given to those 
matters.   5 
 

I think that was sufficiently dealt with.  In relation to the resignation issue – the 
evidence in relation to bullying was both what’s in the affidavit but also the 
complaints that he annexed to that or exhibited, as I said, from page 993 onwards to 
the letter of termination at 1022, and the circumstances were that he had experienced 10 
that conduct which is set out.  He had made complains about it, didn’t receive any 
adequate response from it.  That caused him to visit a psychiatrist in the period after 
August 2014, and ultimately, for the reasons he gave in his affidavit, to leave that 
arrangement.   
 15 
To the extent that my learned friend now says that the real reason was something 
different – that was not a matter that was put to Dr Moffet in cross-examination.  He 
was asked about negotiations in August for some different arrangement going 
forward.  Nothing was put to Dr Moffet to the effect that the reasons that he stated in 
his affidavit and in the letter that he sent of 21 November were not true or were not 20 
the actual reason or that there was some other reason, and if my learned friend 
wished to make that situation, he would have had to do that.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   But, equally, if Mr Moffet wanted to make out a case of causation 
– leave aside whether there’s any evidence of the bullying- the way in which you do 25 
it is to annex a report from a psychologist.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   Well, the court - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   He doesn’t strike me - - -  30 
 
MR GIBIAN:   I’m sorry, your Honour.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   - - - as the shy, retiring type who would be easily bullied, and I can 
take that into account.   35 
 
MR GIBIAN:   The causation here is a subjective causation.  It is what caused the 
person to terminate the arrangement, and he has given direct evidence about that, 
which was not contradicted in any way, nor was there contradiction in relation to the 
factual matters that he gives in his affidavit, either by way of cross-examination or 40 
any other evidence, put forward by the respondent.  The provision is not like a 
workers’ compensation case.  It’s a question as to whether or not there was illness, 
incapacity “or other domestic or pressing necessity” – that’s the phrase – and here we 
have circumstances in which there was bullying and harassment conduct, it caused 
him to seek psychological assistance and he didn’t receive any adequate action or 45 
response in relation to the series of complaints that he made to it, and that, he says, in 
a manner which is not contradicted, caused him to leave the arrangement.   
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HIS HONOUR:   Yes.  But every counsel is called upon from time to time to make a 
forensic judgment.  You’re presented with the paragraphs in Mr Moffet’s affidavit.  
The forensic judgment is either:  there’s not that much material there, and am I better 
off with leading the material as it is and making a submission that the statement at 
paragraph 142 is unsupported by the evidence that the witness provides;  or do I 5 
chance my arm and cross-examine out of him the very detail which is not there 
which may support an assertion as to causation.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   Well, there’s two - - -  
 10 
HIS HONOUR:   So the fact that he - - -  
 
MR GIBIAN:   I’m sorry, your Honour.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   - - - didn’t put it to him directly doesn’t worry me that much.  You 15 
know, it remains open to a counsel to say, “You, the witness, come along and insert 
X.  To support X, you make statements A to F.  A to F don’t support X.  I’m going to 
leave them alone.”    
 
MR GIBIAN:   Well, there’s two matters in that respect.  One is that, certainly, in 20 
relation to factual matters, there may be something, but this question is whether or 
not, on the terms of the legislation, there was resignation on account of a particular 
reason.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.   25 
 
MR GIBIAN:   That is, there is the subjective reason why the person did something.  
If a person gives express evidence that they did something for a particular subjective 
reason - - -  
 30 
HIS HONOUR:   Fair enough.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   - - - and they wish to advance a submission, which my learned friend 
did advance, that that was not the reason, but there was actually a completely 
different reason, then that would directly have to be put.   35 
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   If the respondent accepts all the factual matters and doesn’t wish to 
challenge the factual matters, but says that they don’t add up to enough, well, that’s a 40 
different proposition.  But, here, there is a subjective reason that Dr Moffet gave 
express evidence about, which was not the subject of cross-examination, and that 
would have to be done if it wished to be suggested there was a different reason.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Yes.   45 
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MR GIBIAN:   I think that’s the reply subject to the matters that your Honour has 
raised.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Costs follow the event, I assume?   
 5 
MR GIBIAN:   It’s covered by the Fair Work Act provision.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   That’s right.  I keep forgetting that provision.  I’m going to cut 
back on its operation from now on, but I understand the submission.   
 10 
MR GIBIAN:   I don’t think my learned - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   You’re going to - - -  
 
MR GIBIAN:  Sorry.   15 
 
HIS HONOUR:   Both counsel should have liberty to file short further submissions if 
they think of something where they want further references to the transcript or 
whatever.  Needless to say, I’m going to reserve my decision, but if you can get any 
further submissions in within a week.   20 
 
MR GIBIAN:   I’m going to be away from tomorrow, unfortunately, until the 
following Tuesday, which does - - -  
 
HIS HONOUR:   Well, just do it Friday of the following week then.   25 
 
MR GIBIAN:   Thank you, your Honour.  I don’t think my learned friend addressed 
the question as to whether he wished to make submissions on penalty at the same 
time or to deal with that at some later point in time.   
 30 
HIS HONOUR:   Well, they - - -  
 
MR GIBIAN:   I think it is primarily an issue for him in the first instance.  Whether 
your Honour has a different view if he chooses one course or the other - - -  
 35 
HIS HONOUR:   Just exchange submissions on penalties.  I don’t care who goes 
first.  It’s pretty well-covered territory.   
 
MR DARAMS:   I think the point is:  is your Honour wanting to have submissions 
on penalty before decision so you can consider, or after, because - - -  40 
 
HIS HONOUR:   Well, what are the submissions going to be?  It’s not a case in 
which there are 55 contraventions involving a course of conduct over a series of 
years.   
 45 
MR DARAMS:   No, that’s right.   
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HIS HONOUR:   It’s just simply:  if you get is slotted on 357, you’re going to come 
along and say, “Well, 357(2) applies,” even if it doesn’t.  Different minds can differ, 
and there should either be no penalty or a small penalty.   
 
MR DARAMS:   No, no - - -  5 
 
HIS HONOUR:   It’s not rocket science. 
 
MR DARAMS:   No, no, I’m not suggesting it is, and it’s really a matter of trying to 
confine the points and the points we would have to address in that respect.  But, 10 
sometimes, judges make observations – I’m not saying you will have in this case – 
but sometimes that are relevant to the issue of what you might want to put on and say 
in respect to the penalty.  That’s the only difficulty that one has.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   I assume your client is not a serial offender under the Fair Work 15 
Act?   
 
MR DARAMS:   I don’t understand them to be, to be honest with you.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Well, you better make some inquiries.  20 
 
MR DARAMS:   I’ve not asked that question, and I won’t turn around and see if I 
get a nod, because I want proper instructions, but I don’t understand them to be.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   No.  I think penalty can be addressed at the same time in your 25 
submissions.   
 
MR DARAMS:   May it please.   
 
HIS HONOUR:   Costs – I think you’re probably right, it’s 570 territory.  Look, I 30 
will formally reserve my decision.  I don’t know when I can get around to putting 
pen to paper, but I think it’s obvious from the comments that I have made that it 
doesn’t fall easily into one category or the other, and the parties should actively 
pursue settlement.  I’m in great favour of settlement, if it can be achieved, because at 
least it’s a result acceptable to both parties, rather than a court decision being forced 35 
upon them.  But I will get on with my job and encourage you to talk sensibly.   
 
MR DARAMS:   Your Honour, given that we will also deal with penalties, could we 
have till the 15th?   
 40 
HIS HONOUR:   Sure.   
 
MR GIBIAN:   Just the Monday after. 
 
HIS HONOUR:   No, that’s okay. 45 
 
MR DARAMS:   May it please.   
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HIS HONOUR:   You won’t get a judgment before the 15th.  Well, can I thank 
counsel and those instructing for their assistance, and can I thank the transcript 
persons for staying on.  I reserve my decision.  Can you adjourn the court, please. 
 
 5 
MATTER ADJOURNED at 1.28 pm INDEFINITELY 


